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2013 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

In the year 2013, there were many positive accomplishments for Strafford County. For the
fourth year in a row, we have lessened our dependency on borrowed funds to supplement
our cash operation. While we do not have a totally clean financial bill of health, our fund
balance is approaching Government Accounting Operations acceptable levels. This
positive information will translate into a strengthened financial position for the County.
After Riverside Rest Home’s May 2013 Medicaid inspection, we maintained our 5-Star rating by
the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), a Division of the United States
Department of Health and Human Services. This top rating is only awarded to a handful of
nursing homes in New Hampshire. We hope you will join us in thanking all Riverside employees
for this great accomplishment again this year. It’s nice to see that County tax dollars are being
spent for high quality care.
We are pleased to report that Strafford County successfully opened New Hampshire’s first fulltime Family Justice Center. Co-located in the office are victims’ and family support services that
are available to those in need. This program is partially grant funded from the Grants to
encourage Policies and Enforcement of Protective Orders through the Office of Violence Against
Women. 2104 will be the last year of our two (2) year grant. We will be applying for continuation
funding.

After several years of studying alternative energy solutions and taking interim steps to work
toward an energy retrofit, we are proposing to convert our heating and cooling fuel source to
natural gas. Initial studies showed natural gas to be the most economical fuel source; however,
the capital costs of bringing this fuel source to the County Complex in the past did not yield
sufficient payback for us to move forward. With a natural gas line now coming down Rochester
Neck Road to the Brox Industries Plant, and the availability of the pipeline crossing the Cocheco
River attached to a footbridge recently constructed by the City of Dover, bringing natural gas to
the Complex is not only desirable, but affordable.
This change in fuel source, coupled with a Complex-wide lighting retrofit that was funded by a
combination of the County’s savings from lower electricity usage and a generous grant from
Public Service of New Hampshire will reduce, and subsequently stabilize, our energy costs for
years to come. An added benefit to both of these endeavors will be a significant reduction in our
carbon footprint.
In 2010, we stopped funding the Supervised Family Visitation Program. Funds were short with
the difficult economy and while the program had excellent results in keeping families together,
we felt the responsibility of such a program laid with other levels of government. A dedicated
group of judges, service providers, and prosecutors applied for a Federal grant to replicate and
eae
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expand the County visitation program. We are pleased to report that funding for this program is
included in our Proposed Budget along with a 100% offset by grant revenues. So with support of
the County Delegation, this program will continue at no cost to the County taxpayer. There was a
delay in implementing all aspects of this program in 2013; however, we plan to begin this
program in full in 2014.

We generated an estimated $4,504,500 in room and board income at the House of
Corrections for 2013. Since the new House of Corrections opened in September of 2004, the
County has earned over $47,254,264 in revenues; this amount exceeds the cost to build the

new jail by over 200%. When the new facility was opened, there were approximately 200
inmates from the County; today we have just fewer than 180.
We accepted a tentative agreement with our union-represented employees and an equivalent
agreement with non-union employees. Funding for this agreement was included in the County
budget for 2014.
We continue to appreciate the excellent work done by all Strafford County employees. We
are truly blessed to have such a dedicated group of individuals in our employ. Their
loyalty and dedication help keep costs down and the level of service high. Their work ethic
is greatly appreciated.

Respectfully submitted,
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Seorge Maglaras

George Maglaras
Chairman

;

Kobert J. Watson

Robert J. Watson
Vice Chairman
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Leo E. Lessard
Clerk
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2013 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY TREASURER
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my personal thanks to everyone that
contributes to the operations of the County by serving on a board, a committee, and
especially to all the citizens who take time to participate in County government affairs. |
thank all the departments for their courtesy and cooperation. I especially wish to thank
the Commissioners for their support and insight. We work very closely to ensure that we
invest the County’s funds safely.
I continue to make an effort to visit and network with all the communities in our County
and with all the counties in New Hampshire. I have continued to be the Treasurer who is
not just in the office, but also out and about in our County.

The County’s funds in all accounts are fully protected by a letter of credit held at the
Federal Home Loan Bank of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation.
In closing, I wish to reiterate my appreciation to the County Delegation for their support.
This cooperative atmosphere allows the best possible service to all the taxpayers of
Strafford County.
Respectfully submitted,

Pamela 0 Arnold
Pamela J. Arnold
Strafford County Treasurer
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2013 FINANCIAL REPORT OF STRAFFORD COUNTY
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AUDITORS’ SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND RESPONSES
Year Ended December 31, 2013

Status of Prior Year's Findings: There were no findings in the year 2012. Current Year's
Findings: There are no current year findings.
Ron Beaulieu Company, P.C., Certified Public Accountants

2013 Strafford County General Purpose Financial Statements as of December 31, 2013.
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2013 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY ATTORNEY

The Office of the Strafford County Attorney is responsible for overseeing the prosecution
of all criminal cases in the County. See RSA 7:6 and 7:34 (the County Attorney serves as
the Attorney General's representative in Strafford County, for the purpose of “enforc[ing]
the criminal laws of the State”). Thus, the County Attorney represents the interests of the
State of New Hampshire in all criminal cases in Strafford County (with the exception of
murder cases, over which the Attorney General's office has exclusive jurisdiction). This
function involves directing and/or reviewing criminal investigations undertaken by local
and State Police; presenting evidence before the Grand Jury; researching and responding
to motions filed with the Court; attending depositions of witnesses and pretrial motion
hearings; preparing witnesses for deposition, hearing, or trial; presenting the State’s case
at trial; arguing the State’s position at the sentencing hearing; and representing the State
in various post-conviction proceedings, such as sentence review, motions for new trial,
habeas corpus petitions and petitions to annul.

The second responsibility of the County Attorney is to serve as legal counsel for Strafford
County. This obligation also has its origin in RSA 7:34. To fulfill this duty, the County
Attorney may, upon request of the County Commissioners, represent the County’s interest
in civil litigation in State and/or Federal Court. Also upon request, the County Attorney
will advise County officials on legal matters, and act as a legal resource for the County’s
legislative delegation, advising its members of the legal implications of proposed
legislation.
The County Attorney’s office has other duties that are prescribed by statute, including
responding to untimely, suspicious, or unattended deaths and ordering that autopsies be
performed where appropriate; and initiating proceedings to effectuate the return of
fugitives or witnesses to this State or to another State upon its request. In addition, as an
elected public official, the County Attorney has a duty to improve the quality of justice and
assist in expanding public awareness and understanding of our legal system. The County
Attorney meets this responsibility by speaking before civic and public organizations upon
request, and by serving on committees and boards devoted to improving the legal system
and law enforcement policies and procedures. The County Attorney is also involved in
promoting legislation designed to improve the criminal justice system, and/or testifying
about legislation that affects law enforcement or victims.
The County Attorney's office has a Victim Assistance Program to help victims and
witnesses with the criminal justice process. This program is designed to reduce the
confusion and fear that people often experience when they become involved in a criminal
case for the first time. The job of the victim/witness assistants is to inform victims about
every phase of the criminal prosecution, and to insure that they have input into the
Bye
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disposition of the cases involving them. The Victim Assistance Program in Strafford
County is unique in the State in that the director and coordinator of the program are
trained in conducting interviews with children and adult victims of physical or sexual
abuse or assault. To protect such victims from multiple interviews, and to protect the
integrity of the investigations, Strafford County has long followed a protocol requiring that
such victims be interviewed only once, on videotape, in the County Attorney’s office. This
protocol has been successful in protecting victims from being “re-victimized” by the court
process.
It has also been an invaluable tool in screening cases that should not be
prosecuted and laying the groundwork for a successful prosecution in cases that are
pursued.
The Strafford County Attorney has a Chief Investigator on staff, whose primary
responsibility is to conduct any follow-up investigation required on felony cases. The
Chief Investigator assists the office’s prosecutors in trial preparation where necessary,
including locating witnesses for trial.
The Chief Investigator has also conducted
investigations in public integrity cases that have been referred to the County by the
Attorney General’s office, and for local police departments within the County where there
is a conflict that prevents the local agency from undertaking the investigation. In addition,
the Investigator has conducted internal investigations for the County at the request of the
County Commissioners. The Chief Investigator also coordinates and assists in conducting
training programs offered by the County Attorney’s office to all law enforcement agencies
in the County.
The Strafford County Attorney’s office is the only County Attorney’s office in the State that
has countywide vertical prosecution for all felonies. As soon as a felony arrest is made in
the County, the case is handled by the County Attorney’s office. There is an Assistant
County Attorney available by cell phone at all times to facilitate notification of felony
arrests, and/or to consult with police departments on initial charging and bail decisions.
Thereafter, the attorneys assigned to the District Courts handle the arraignments and
probable cause hearings held there. With the County Attorney’s office involved in felony
cases earlier in the process, consistency in the handling of these cases has improved, and
the flow of cases from District Court to Superior Court has become smoother and speedier.
The County Attorney’s office also prosecutes misdemeanor domestic violence cases in the
District Courts for all of the County’s 14 police departments, and for the State Police.
Three attorneys are assigned to handle these cases and felony cases while they are in
District Court. In addition, there are two victim/witness assistants assigned to assist
victims in the domestic violence cases in District Court. In prosecuting the domestic
violence cases, the County Attorney’s office works as part of a broader Domestic Violence
Project for Strafford County, the goal of which is to utilize a multi-disciplinary approach to
the problem of domestic violence by all involved agencies, including police departments,
the Department of Corrections, Strafford County Community Corrections, A Safe Place,
Sips
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Sexual Assault Support Services, and the Strafford County Family Violence Council. This
collaboration has set the path for Strafford County to open the first Family Justice Center
in New Hampshire. Through federal grant funds, the County Attorney has been able to
add a Domestic Violence Investigator to the staff, who assists the prosecutors and local
police departments in misdemeanor domestic violence cases in much the same way as the
office's Chief Investigator does in felony cases. The DV Investigator has also worked on
developing proactive measures aimed at reducing domestic violence in the County by
increasing community monitoring. The federal grant also funds the position of Domestic
Violence Project Coordinator, whose job is to facilitate communication between Project
partners and organize trainings for individuals and organizations involved in the Project.
Federal grant funds also have allowed the County to fund projects within the participating
communities for videotaping domestic violence crime scenes and victim/witness
statements for later use in court, in an effort to improve the quality of prosecutions.

The County Attorney's office is active in advising local officials in many areas of the
criminal law. As set forth above, the County Attorney continues a policy of having a
prosecutor available 24 hours a day to advise and assist the County’s 14 police
departments, Troop A of the State Police, and the Drug Task Force on legal issues that
arise in the course of their investigations. The Superior Court Victim Assistants are also
available 24 hours to consult on sexual assault cases and schedule forensic interviews of
victims. The County Attorney’s office continues to offer law enforcement trainings as
often as possible for police departments within the County. Domestic Violence trainings
are offered at least twice each year.
The County Attorney remains actively involved in the first adult Drug Court in New
Hampshire. This program represents a cooperative effort between law enforcement,
prosecution, defense, treatment professionals, the Court, and the County to take criminal
cases that arise from drug addiction out of the regular court system and into a system
where treatment and cure of the addiction is the focus. This is part of continuing efforts
by many partners in the criminal justice system to reduce incarceration rates without
jeopardizing community safety. In the same light, the County Attorney, in conjunction
with the Community Corrections Program, Community Partners and the Public Defender’s
Office, has begun a pilot Mental Health Court Program in the Rochester Circuit Court. The
County Attorney sits on the Rochester Circuit Court Mental Health Court team, which
represents another innovative approach to rehabilitating criminal offenders at the least
expense to the taxpayer.

A separate initiative originating from the County Attorney’s Office is the Habitual Offender
Academy Program. This program allows persons convicted of non-DWI Habitual Offender
cases to serve their sentence on an electronic monitor while working with Academy staff
to regain their legal driving status.
Normally, the participants would be serving
mandatory minimum jail sentence costing the taxpayer money and doing nothing to
=['>=
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rehabilitate the defendant or reducing the recidivism. The Habitual Offender Academy
represents another partnership between the County Attorney, House of Corrections and
Community Corrections staff.
The County Attorney’s Office is also partnered with a full-time Child Advocacy Center
(CAC) for Strafford County. The CAC was officially opened in the fall of 2006. The CAC
provides a separate, child-friendly space where children who are alleged victims of abuse
or abusive crimes can be interviewed on videotape by a trained forensic interviewer.
Through the efforts of the CAC Coordinator, the CAC is also a meeting place where
representatives from the Center’s partner agencies (law enforcement, DCYF, medical and
mental health treatment providers, etc.), can discuss and monitor cases brought to the
CAC to ensure that proper referrals and follow-up are conducted to obtain necessary
services for the victim and his/her family, and to make the victim’s involvement with the
courts less traumatic.
Respectfully submitted,

“Thomas P, Vdanrdi
Thomas P. Velardi
Strafford County Attorney
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2013 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

R.S.A. 104:5 Duties: He by himself or his deputies shall serve and execute all writs and
other precepts to him directed, issuing from lawful authority; and shall perform the duties
of Crier of the Superior Court. The Strafford County Sheriffs Office performs civil process
service throughout the County, provides prisoner transports and security while in the
Courtroom and has a responsibility for transporting Involuntary Emergency Admission
(IEA) patients to their appropriate destination.
The Sheriffs Office continues to: Investigate and apprehend fugitives from justice;
investigate felony capiases, domestic warrants and small claims warrants with the New
Hampshire Joint Fugitive Task Force; Interact with the United States Marshal’s Office in

the apprehension of federal fugitives related to drug charges, gun charges, sexual
offenders and domestic capiases; the NH Department of Safety for Law Enforcement
Terrorism Prevention Program and through federal and state grants, the Department of
Justice for Combating Underage Drinking Program; provide polygraph services at no cost
to the cities and towns of Strafford County.
The Sheriffs Office also continues to provide a search and rescue service for Strafford
County with the use of the Bloodhound Unit. The dedication of this Unit is instrumental in
developing the potential of finding lost or runaway children and lost or missing elderly
people. The Unit also provides assistance to local Law Enforcement Agencies in criminal
matters and the apprehension of suspects.

The following is a breakdown of services provided and revenue returned to Strafford
County in 2013:
Number of Prisoner Transports (SCHOC & Federal):
5,104
Number of ICE Transports (Immigration & Customs Enf.): 1,464
Number of Investigations (March - December):
100
Number of Civil Process Services:
6,634
Civil Process Revenue Returned to County:
$ 241,000
Courthouse Perimeter/Prisoner Custody & Control
$ 169,141
Prosecutor Revenue Received from five(5) Towns:
$ 57,900
US Marshal’s Reimbursement (Guard Security):
$ 57,391

Outside Detail Revenue:

$

Witness Fee Revenue:

$

17,669

Total Return to Strafford County:
Sheriff's Office Operating Budget:

101
$ 543,202
$1,471,596

Cost to Strafford County Taxpayers:

$ 928,394

-15-
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We are pleased to report that during 2013:

We centralized our vehicle maintenance to one location, the City of Dover, providing us
with consistent pricing and improved service. We expanded the K-9 Program to include a
second County bloodhound and increased usage of area municipal teams to provide
increased ability /availability to area communities.
We increased routine armed patrol of the Justice and Administration Building and
enhanced training and capabilities for high profile/risk issues that come into the building.
We have become a working partner of the Family Justice Center providing on-site law
enforcement services monthly. We standardized our evidence collection and storage
procedures.
We restructured our civil process areas from five (5) to 4 (four) allowing more efficiency
to serve process in the County. We modified our supervision throughout the Office to
provide for increased supervision at the line level.
We created a Security/Standards Director as well as a Communications Director
(consolidating the CALEA Manager position) to improve effectiveness of those areas of the
Office.

We updated Use of Force as well as transport and high risk planning training. We
eliminated Oleo-Resin Capsicum and increased deployment of TASER as a force option
throughout the sworn units of the Office.
We established negotiations with the collective bargaining unit and reached ratification of
an
agreement.
We
updated
and_ standardized
management
and _ leadership
training/concepts throughout the Office.
We provided PREA training for applicable staff of the Office. We reorganized our complete
filing system. We created a SOP and in-house training system for the Bailiff staff. We
updated Active Shooter training for sworn staff and provided Active Shooter training for
all users of the Justice and Administration Building upon request.
We increased the number of marked vehicles in the fleet and standardized the markings.
We standardized our employee evaluation process and complete evaluations yearly. We
upgraded the Justice and Administration Building panic alarm system as well as the
Computer Aided Dispatch System within the Communications Center.

We placed all non-union staff into the County pay scale system. We added a supervision
element to our ICE Unit. We brought pay rates for non-union staff into line with FSLA
-16-
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Standards. We established yearly goals and objectives as well as a three (3) year strategic
planning document for the Office.
We underwent our first three (3) year CALEA Assessment review for the Communications
Center. We hired and implemented a new Radio Communication Technician to improve
the Communications Center’s capabilities. We developed an Awards Committee to
recognize selected staff for their dedication and professional service to the County. We
updated our website to increase information provided to the public and enhance
interaction capabilities of this site.

The Sheriffs Office continues to provide personnel who dispatch for Barrington Police;
Durham Police and Fire; Rollinsford Police; Milton Police; Farmington Police, Fire and
Ambulance; New Durham Police and Fire; Middleton Police, Fire and Ambulance; Strafford
Police and Lee Police. Furthermore, Strafford County provides secondary 911 Dispatch
back up for the cities of Dover, Somersworth and Rochester.
Calls for service in 2013 totaled 68,415, an increase of 5,527 calls for service over 2012.

Areas with drastic increases were in the following areas:

Animal Complaints up:
Fire Inspections up:

501
701

Directed Patrols up:

2,100

Dispatch Operating Budget:

$674,219

We are fortunate to enjoy the support of our County Delegation, the County
Commissioners and our County Administrator in completion of our mission to provide
public safety services for the people of Strafford County. I applaud the entire staff of the
Office for continued dedication and engagement in the important work we do.

Respectfully submitted,
Sheriff David G. Dubois
Strafford County Sheriff's Office
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2013 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS

2013 marked my first year as Register of Deeds. The Registry of Deeds achieved a new,
more modern and efficient look this year as a result of much-needed office renovations.
By eliminating out-of-date office equipment and furnishings, the Registry was able to
relocate the copy and recording counters, and spread out the overly cramped staff
workstations. The new office set-up allows the staff to more easily service submitters,
searchers and constituents while also offering them a greater opportunity for quiet
concentration at their personal workstations.
The Registry also undertook efforts to maximize its use of new and current technology in
order to provide the best and most cost-efficient service to the taxpayers. In September,
for example, the Registry instituted e-billing of customer charge accounts which is
anticipated to save the county thousands of dollars each year in staff time, paper and
postage. Computerized systems have been developed for granting and monitoring staff
leave and work assignments. And, efforts are currently underway in conjunction with the
Registry’s computer hardware and software vendor to develop a program to eliminate the
redundant expenditure of staff time in maintaining a manual record of recorded
documents. All of these efforts are anticipated to free up staff time for the necessary task
of completing the process of scanning and indexing older recorded documents and plans
in digital form. Last but not least, the Registry transferred its off-site archival media
storage from a private vendor to a location made available by the County Department of
Corrections and at a savings of several thousands of dollars each year.
In 2013, recording activity at the Registry continued the slow but steady improvement
begun following the precipitous drops that ended with the economic and real estate
crashes in 2008. The Registry of Deeds paid over to the County nearly a million dollars
raised from recording fees, copies and the County portion of real estate transfer taxes and
L-Chip surcharges. The Registry also brought in over $40,000 in document surcharges to
pay for equipment purchases and leasing. In 2013, there were 20,997 documents
recorded at the Registry of Deeds, including deeds, mortgages and other instruments
relating to the transfer of interests in real estate. The Registry makes every effort to
maximize its use of new and current technology in order to provide the best and mostefficient service to the taxpayers. For example, the recording public now enjoys the
convenience of researching and copying documents from the comfort of their home or
office as a result of the Registry making these services available over the internet. We will
continue to keep abreast of new and evolving industry trends so that the Registry will
remain at the forefront in its use of technological advances.
-18-
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In particular, the Registry has been accepting documents by e-filing which has become a
growing source of our workload since April of 2011. The percentage of the Registry’s
workload represented by e-filings has gone from 17% in 2012 to 24% in 2013 by dollar
value. This is also reflected in the number of documents recorded where the percentage of
e-filings has gone from 11% the first year to 24% in 2012 and to 31% in 2013. While the
Registry staff has the same responsibilities relative to processing and handling of
documents filed over the internet, the Registry does save money on postage and other
office expenses related to these documents. However, because there is a potential lag of as
much as fifteen minutes between the recording of a document and having it available to
those on the web, closing this gap is critical for those doing e-filings if we are going to
realize the full potential of this new technology.
REVENUES
Year

To State

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

$10,812,548
$11,800,503
$9,896,684
$9,457,638
$ 6,964,331
$5 2254035
$5,145,037
$5,890,543
$ 6,847,662
$7,298,786

To County

Total

$1,694,527
$1,720,614
$1,495,355
$1,264,920
$ 970,010
551-926:093
$ 872,367
$ 853,672
$ 983,474
$ 998,744

$12,507,075
$13,521,117
$11,392,039
$10,722,558
$ 7,934,341
$ 6,151,276
$ 6,017,404
$ 6,744,215
$ 7,831,136
$ 8,297,530

STRAFFORD COUNTY REGISTRY OF DEEDS
INCOME TO COUNTY 2012 vs 2013
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TOTAL INCOME TO THE COUNTY
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YEARLY FORECLOSURES 1993 THROUGH 2013
Year

Foreclosures

Year

1993
1995
1u97
L999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011
2013

328
159
iw,
82
ck
2
40
229
354
374
rays

1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012

Foreclosures

ZeA
160
87
40
38
31
1S
313
420
S71

The real estate market in Strafford County continues its slow but steady recovery from the
bottom of the so-called “Great Recession” reached in 2009. Although the total value of the
real estate market, as shown by the transfer tax, was down to $357,294,267 in 2009 from

its high in 2005 of $816,861,333, it continues to inch up slowly to $482,790,600 in 2013.
This is also reflected in the total number of property transfers which was up to 4,194 in
2013 from a low of 3,645 in 2009 after falling from 5,732 in 2005. The number of
foreclosures has similarly continued to decline since it rose from 40 in 2005 to 354 in
2009, affecting 420 properties in 2010, 374 in 2011, 371 in 2012 and 277 in 2013. Using
the transfer tax as a measure, the average home price continued to hold steady in 2013 at
$115,115 after rising to $106,770 in 2011 from its 2009 low of $99,549 (after falling from
$143,473 in 2005) and reaching $115,743 in 2012.
The New Hampshire Realtor’s
Association reports that the median price of a home in Strafford County in 2012 was
$180,500, down 2.4 percent from 2011.

he
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Strafford County Real Estate Market
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank the citizens of Strafford County for the trust
they have placed in me as the newly elected Register of Deeds. There are many laws
regulating the functioning of this office and the recording, retrieval and security of the
public’s land records. | am committed to fulfilling those legal requirements to the best of
my abilities and with a view to providing the best customer service possible. I would also
like to thank the dedicated Registry staff, the Strafford County Delegation, the County’s
Administrative staff, and my fellow County Elected Officials for their support and counsel.
You could not ask for a better team.

Respectfully submitted,

Bye ioe Vachon
Dennis Vachon, Register of Deeds

GOS
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2013 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
RIVERSIDE REST HOME ADMINISTRATOR

Dix rside
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276 County Farm Road, Dover, Ni

(603) 742-1348
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Riverside Rest Home is a 215-bed nursing facility established to care for the medically frail
and elderly of Strafford County. Almost all of our residents are financially destitute due to
the costs of medical care associated with their illness(es). As part of its operations,
Riverside Rest Home manages 62 beds spread over two nursing units dedicated to caring
for people with Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders and a twenty-two (22)-bed unit
for residents who are challenged by behavior problems. Our facility has an excellent
reputation for the care given by our caring, professional staff.
Consistent with Riverside Rest Home’s mission, we continue to respond to many
community crises in 2013. Riverside staff skillfully assists with these emergencies by
helping with placements with community-based services or in Riverside if necessary. This
policy, as authored by the Strafford County Commissioners, offers Riverside Rest Home staff
the flexibility to handle a wide range of clients with admission criteria based on "how safe"
a citizen is in their current living situation.

Community activities are an important part of continuing the connection between the
resident and their home town. Many of these activities are events the residents participated
in before coming to Riverside. Here is a list of several of the activities held throughout
2013:
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e Eucharistic
Ministerial
Distribution
involving training program adopted by NH
Diocese of Manchester
eTrips to Rockingham Park and Seabrook
Greyhound Races
e Fishing trips
eTheater and Movie Matinee trips

eReading & Reminiscing with Bonnie L.
eT win Rivers Casino
eWii Game System
with
eHoliday
Celebrations
Decorations on each Unit

Party

and

eNew Year's Party
e Super Bowl Party
eValentine’s Day Parties
eWinter Blahs Party
eApril Party with Victory Club
e October Party with Victory Club
e2 Christmas Parties
eSt. Patrick's Day Party
eEaster Egg Hunt with Staffs Children and
Children in Motion Day Care
eChildren’s
Fashion
Show
with
Staffs
Children and Children in Motion Day Care
eParticipation in Memorial Day and Veterans
Day Parades in Rochester
e National Nursing Home Week in May
ePancake

breakfast

eBoat Trips

elce Cream Trip
eCanobie Lake Trip
eFun Town Trip

eChristmas Tree Shop Trips
e Baseball Games
eResident Council and Dietary subcommittee
meetings

e Morning Coffees and Afternoon Teas
eSmall group activities
eMen's & Ladies Groups
e Makeovers and manicures
e Planting vegetable & flower gardens
eSewing and art group
eSocial Club
e Breakfast Club
eFrench Group
eRed Hat Group

for staff, residents, and

families
eNew England Telephone Pioneer Party
eFamily Resident Non-Alcoholic Cocktail
Party
e Carnival Day of Fun Activities
elce Cream Smorgasbord
eIndian Head Resort
e Mohegan Sun Casino
eVisits to State Parks and Beaches

e Newspaper Group

eWoodworking, Ceramics, Flower Arranging,
and General Craft Classes
e Exercise Groups
eComputer Classes
eWord, Card and Board Games

eConcerts on the Commons in Rochester,
Prescott Park in Portsmouth, Cocheco Park

eOne-on-One Activities with Residents & Staff
eIndividuals Programs to Visit and Socialize
with Family and Friends in the community
* Family/friends
weddings, _ funerals,

in Dover
eRochester Fair trips with 175 residents
participating
* Residents won over 210 ribbons for
contest entries

parties, camp, etc.

ePet Therapy on all Units
eClothing Show
e Mentoring Programs at Mastway School
eWeekly Programs with Children in Motion
Day Care for Residents and children
©30% of Residents Voted in Election—highest

e October Fest
e Halloween Party
eTrick or Treat with Children in Motion Day
Care and Staff's Children
eChristmas Fair & Bake Sale
eChurch

services twice a week;

Bible study

percentage of participation in many years

once a week

eSpecial Events County Cities and Towns
4.

3
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ePrograms provided by the Elks and Emblem
and Victory Clubs
e Karaoke
eLive Entertainment
eShopping trips

eFootball games
eDoll shows
eMeal of the month
eGardening/House
Plant Instruction by
Master Gardner
eMany, many other activities on a daily and
evening basis, seven days a week

e Dinners out to restaurants
eVeteran’s Group
eSpecial Small Groups weekly on Units
eOne-on-One Activities
e Barbecues
eStrawberry Festival
e Apple Crisp Day
eSpring Fling
eMusic Therapy Unit 1A & B and Unit 5
e E-Mail Family and Friends
e Young Seniors Group: Age 55 and Younger
eHost Flag Retirement Ceremony
e Bowling
e Billiards
e Attend Flag Day ceremonies
e Make Cards for Troops in Iraq
eGreet Arriving and Departing Troops, Iraq
and Afghanistan at Pease AFB
e Gardening Club
ePhotography Club
eMen’s Craft group
e Special Craft Group with Louise
e Cooking Group
elnter-generational Program
Free Membership for Veteran’s in the VFW
eVFW Bingo Games
eTrips to Seacoast Bingo

@9/11 Make and Deliver Breakfast Items to
Fire Stations and Police Departments

Trips to Camp Waban all summer

eScrapbooking group

225%
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In August of 2013, Riverside Rest Home was awarded a 5-Star rating by the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), a division of the United States Department of
Health and Human Services. This top rating is only awarded to a handful of nursing homes
in New Hampshire. We hope you will join me in thanking all Riverside employees for this
great accomplishment. It’s nice to see that County tax dollars are being spent for high
quality care.
In 2014, we will look forward to the continued challenges associated with the State
Medicaid inspections. In 2013 we again enjoyed a very successful survey process. RRH
staff has worked hard to prepare for these regulatory challenges and their efforts are
greatly appreciated. Our staff at RRH have stepped up to the plate during these very trying
times, continuing to provide outstanding care to our residents, even with reductions in
staff and budget allocations.

We continue to be very pleased with our relationship with our
Approximately 80% of RRH residents who die at the facility receive
excellent program. Hospice employees assist RRH staff in managing
care and preparing families for the challenges associated with losing a

hospice providers.
the benefits of this
resident end-of-life
loved one.

In closing, I would like to recognize the excellent staff of Riverside Rest Home. The high
level of family satisfaction and excellent State inspection results would not be possible
without the outstanding work done by the entire management team and staff at Riverside,
particularly, Tracy DiCicco, Director of Nursing and her excellent nursing staff. I would
also like to thank the Strafford County Commissioners for providing guidance, direction,
and support. With everyone's continued efforts, coupled with the support of the Strafford
County Delegation, Riverside will continue to provide excellent care to the elderly of
Strafford County.
Respectfully submitted,
Raymond f Bower

Raymond F. Bower, Administrator
Riverside Rest Home
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2013 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
STRAFFORD COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

The year of 2013 was our 9th year of operating the new jail. The amount of direct
payments from inmate boarders for the year was $4,490,288.00. This is slightly down
from last year, but approximately the same level as 2009. Our average daily population for
the year was 366 inmates, a decreased from 432 in 2013 with a monthly break down as
follows:
January:
February:
March:
April:
May:
June:
July:
August:
September:
October:
November:

384.10
394.50
384.16
393.80
384.03
368.87
348.65
3554.03
SOLO
Shas
55055

December:

333.03

“age
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We booked 4,621 people in 2013 (slightly higher than the 4,355 people in 2012) which
included 3,729 males and 892 females. Of those, 1,716 were inmates held for Strafford

County; 1,380 were pre-trial, and 336 were sentenced.
There were 262 females held for the following facilities:
N.H. State Prison

116

Rockingham County
Hillsborough County
Carroll County
Merrimack County
Federal Bureau of Prisons

88
3
S
4
48

There were 986 males incarcerated for the following facilities:
NH State Prison
Rockingham County
Hillsborough County
Belknap County
Carroll County
Merrimack County
Federal Bureau of Prisons

135
70
16
2
13
13
hoxs

We currently have contracts to house inmates for Immigration and Customs Enforcement,
the U.S. Marshals Service, New Hampshire State Prison for Women and Rockingham
County. We also exchange inmates with other counties as needed to keep co-defendants
separate or eliminate other conflicts of interest.
I am again pleased to announce that all Strafford County Correctional Officers completed
the required annual 30 hours of training necessary to maintain their certification.

This was a year of transition and growth for the facilities Training Department, due to the
dedication and leadership of training supervisor Sergeant Hayden. The career ladder
program now includes the recent promotions of two Field Training Officers, three Booking
Officers, and one Central Control Officer. Six new members were added to the facility
Special Reaction Team, with Corporal Adam Rivera and FTO Brent Chapple assuming team
leadership positions. Shift Supervisors have collectively taken a more active role in the
hiring process by assisting Sergeant Hayden with initial interviews.
The facility orientation conducted for newly hired correctional officers has been
incredibly successful due to facility staff, and members of several other county programs,
taking a genuine interest in fostering staff development from day one. Every Field
ORE
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Training Officer is now assisting with orientation by instructing a class and introducing
themselves to new staff prior to the start of on the job training.
Several staff members have stepped up to instruct at the New Hampshire Association of
Counties Correctional Academy. We have had a total of eight officers attend and graduate
from the Academy this year, with Officer Kerrie Hasty receiving the title of honor graduate
for her class. Officer Hasty returned to the following academy graduation as a guest of
honor to present a speech to the newly certified officer cadets.
The training program introduced new programs to supervisors and staff alike this year to
include our new time management system, Offender Management System capabilities, and
a completely new Cultural Diversity and Awareness presented in conjunction with the
Department of Justice. Other updated training programs included our Cell and Body
Search, Officer Professionalism, Stress Management, Anatomy of a Setup, Use of Force, and
Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) programs, many of which were developed and
presented by new instructors from our supervisory and career ladder staff.

Our greatest and most effective tool continues to be our staff’s excellent interpersonal
communication skills. The ability to communicate clearly and professionally with inmates
is paramount in keeping with our direct supervision philosophy.

Probably the greatest step toward the future for training has been the growth of the
relationship and sharing of resources between the Department of Corrections and our
Medical Department and Sheriff's Office. Nursing staff have taken much more interest to
participate in applicable correctional courses and attending joint training. I attribute this
positive change in culture directly to the leadership of Medical Administrator Tracy
Warren. We have also developed an excellent relationship with our Sheriffs Office, and it
is important for us to recognize Sheriff David Dubois and Deputy Roland Morin in
particular for their dedication to the continued success of our training program.
2013 Promotions and Recognitions:

Field Training Officer:

Officer Joshua Brown
Officer Dennis Daniels

Booking Officer:

Officer Joseph Darko-Mensah
Officer Michael Garcia
Officer Gillaen Nadeau

Central Control Officer:

Officer Tina Kothman
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Selected SRT Officers:

Corporal Robert Farrell
Officer Kevin Bowdridge
Officer Ryan Bubar
Officer Joseph Darko-Mensah
Officer Terry Locke
Officer Michael Peterson

SRT Team Leaders:

Officer Brent Chapple
Corporal Adam Rivera

NHAC Correctional Academy

Graduates:

724 NHAC Correctional Academy
Honor Graduate:

Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer

Kyle Chadbourne
Laura Drew
Kerrie Hasty
Craig Kimball
Brittany LaPanne
David LaPanne
Peter Njue
Brian Veit

Officer Kerrie Hasty

We held our annual Employee Recognition Banquet in May of 2013. The following
employees received recognition for their achievements in 2012:
Life-Saving Award:

Sergeant Robert Hayden
Corporal Kevin Bowdridge
Officer Ryan Bubar
Officer Michael Clancy
Officer John Angis
Officer Brittany Lapanne
Nurse Nicole Downing

Corporal Gary Cormier
Corporal Kevin Boucher
Officer Robert Metcalf
Officer Richard South
Officer Lori Spagnola
Officer Travis Corriveau
Officer Brian Stice

Food Services Employee of the Year:

Bernard Mallon

Medical Department Employee of Year:

Tera Libby

Community Corrections Administrative
Support Employee of the Year:

Denise Morin
-30-
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Rookie of the Year:

Officer Craig Kimball

Officer of the Year 1°t Shift:

Officer Lori Spagnola

Officer of the Year 2"¢ Shift:

Officer Kerrie Hasty

Officer of the Year 34 Shift:

Officer Gillaen Nadeau

Supervisor of the Year Award:

Sergeant Robert Hayden

Community Corrections Supervisor of the Year:

Officer Carrie Lover

Community Corrections Employee of The Year:

Officer Alex Casale

Employee of the Year Award:

Lieutenant Gwen Weisgarber

We continued to conduct facility tours for students from Spaulding, Portsmouth,
Farmington, Nute, Dover, Oyster River Cooperative, and St. Thomas High Schools. Other
guests included Explorers, Leadership Seacoast, City Year NH, Dover Citizen’s Academy,

and UNH Citizen’s Academy
As part of our boarding contract, we have yearly inspections conducted by The U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement Office, the
Federal Bureau of Prisons and the United States Marshal’s Service; not only did we do very
well on the inspections, all of the agencies were very complimentary on both our staff and
facility.

Our officers continue to be the glue that holds the facility together; their dedication and
commitment are truly inspiring and it is wonderful to have such a talented and
professional group of people to rely upon.
Apart from the amazing work the officers and support staff do for the jail, we could not be
successful without the support and diligence of the Board of County Commissioners. The
Commissioners have always been very supportive of the jail staff and remind us on a
regular basis that the jobs we do are important. Their vision guides us towards the future
in a way that is evident by our current success. They also show support for the officers and
support staff by personally congratulating each recipient at our awards banquet, which
they always attend.

As it is every year, budget issues will continue to be a challenge, but I have every
confidence we will meet and exceed expectations. I am anticipating that we will continue
24E
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to help the taxpayers of this county by stressing reduction of criminal behavior beyond the
doors of this institution in our efforts to reintegrate those that have been separated from
society.

Respectfully Submitted,

Brace Pelhie
Bruce Pelkie, Superintendent
2013 HOC PROGRAMS REPORTS
Educational Programs

Education: GED preparation and Adult Basic Education. Dover Adult Learning Center
provided GED and Adult Educational classes three days each week for a total of 19
instructional hours per week. A total of 203 inmates were enrolled in GED/Adult Basic
Education classes in 2013.
GED Exam: 45 inmates were administered the GED exam.
exam and were award the GED diploma while at SCDOC.

32 passed all sections of the

Special Education: Special Education was offered at SCDOC. Coded students are referred
to a tutor who contracts with the local school districts to provided services to incarcerated
special education students

ESOL: 2 weekly classes of English as a Second Language were offered to inmates with
language barriers.
Volunteer Tutors: 4 volunteer tutors worked in the facility in 2013, providing a
combined average of approximately 8 tutoring hours a week.
Enrichment Programs: Four enrichment programs each week were offered to inmates:
Topics included: Writing and Poetry, Sociology, Social History, Psychology and Personal
Development.
Therapeutic Community Program / Women's Recovery Program

SCDOC offers an intensive 90 day drug treatment program. Offenders enrolled in these
programs are segregated from the general jail population and adhere to a strict schedule
and multitude of recovery programs. Two programs are run, one for men and one for
women.
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106 individuals were enrolled in the Men’s or Women’s Therapeutic Community programs
in 2013.
84 individuals successfully completed all requirements of the program
18 individuals failed the program
4 individuals dropped out of the program at their own request
Substance Abuse / Behavioral Programs

Drug and Alcohol Education:
SCDOC
groups to each housing area in the jail.

provided weekly drug and alcohol education

Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous:
AA groups for both male and
female inmates were held weekly for each housing unit and daily for the TC units, this past
year. NA groups were held bi-weekly.

Anger Management Training and Life Skills Classes:
management classes and 4 life skills classes per week.

SCDOC

provided

6 anger

Parenting Classes: Three Parenting classes were offered on a weekly basis. One class for
female inmates, and 2 classes for male inmates.
Ending the Violence Program:
Two
intervention were offered per week in 2013

sessions

of domestic

violence

batterer’s

Thinking for A Change: Two weekly sessions of this program that highlights better
decision making were offered to general population inmates
Victim Impact Seminar: This class was offered to female inmates on a weekly basis.
Take Back Your Life: Advocates from A Safe Place and Sexual Assault Support Services
conducted a weekly support group for victims of domestic violence.
Positive Options Program:
This program offers individual modules of anger
management, attitude adjustment and life skills classes. A program counselor and
volunteer provided individual service to 10 inmates weekly.
Yoga: Two one hour classes were offered weekly.
School Tours: School tours were offered on a regular basis. Students from Rochester,
Dover, Farmington, Milton, Oyster River, Portsmouth and Somersworth high schools all
toured the jail, as did students from Great Bay College and UNH. Several at-risk and
a3.
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alternative schools also toured the jail. Civic groups such as the Citizen’s Police Academy
and Seacoast Leadership also toured the jail.
Vocational Services

Pre-Employment Program (PEPP): This program teaches inmates job search skills,
helps them to prepare resumes and job applications and teaches job interview skills. 5
classes per week were held per week in 2013.
Computer Classes: Dover Adult Learning center provided computer classes at SCDOC. 4
basic and 2 advanced classes were offered weekly.

Career Workshop: A volunteer facilitated two sessions per week of job and college
preparation planning skills for jail and Community Corrections inmates.
Internships

SCDOC hosted 4 interns from the University of New Hampshire in 2013. Student interns
were from the Justice Studies Program and Psychology Programs. During the academic
year each of these interns provided approximately 15 weekly hours of service. Duties
included: Assistance with educational programs, assisting with discharge plans, observing
in the TC units and administrative support.
Inmate Services:

Library: The programs department solicited and managed donations of more than 8,000
books in 2013. Currently there are more than 11,000 titles in the library.

Law Library:
4 Law library computer stations
Immigration Laws were provided for inmate use.

containing

NH

State, Federal

and

Case Management / Discharge Planning: Case management services to assist inmates
with discharge planning, linkages with community resources, admissions into substance
abuse treatment and transitional housing programs as well as other transitional needs are
offered to all inmates upon request.
Work Release Program

33 Inmates were granted work release in 2013.
17 Completed work release and were discharged to Community Corrections
10 Completed work release and discharged time served
3 Suspended for various reasons
-34-
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1 Fired from job
2 Granted day release for child care
e
e

52% of participants were discharged early to Community Corrections programs
91% were successful on work release and used the program as a transition back to
the community

Results charted below:
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Spiritual Services
A variety of Spiritual Programs were held at SCDOC in 2013:
Sunday Service: Weekly Catholic group that meets on Sunday for the female inmates:
Sunday Bible Study: Weekly group for female inmates
Monday Night Bible Study: Bible study conducted for special population inmates

Catholic Services:
population units.

Weekly Catholic program offered to females and to male general

Bible Study and Music Ministry:
bible study and spiritual music.

Catholic Counseling:
inmates.

Program for male general population that includes

Four volunteers currently offer individual Catholic counseling to

Buddhist Meditation: Two volunteers facilitated a meditation program for two units.
E35-
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Spiritual Care Advisory Board: This board made up of local spiritual leaders meet
monthly to review spiritual service applications, and to ensure that best practices for
spiritual care are being followed by spiritual service volunteers.

Clergy Visits: Ordained clergy from various faiths ministered to inmates upon request
from the inmates.
Respectfully submitted,

Jake Collins

Jake Collins, Assistant Superintendent
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2013 JAIL INDUSTRY ANNUAL REPORT
This year, the Strafford County Jail Industries program employed and trained 56 inmates
for a total of 13,543 hours. An additional 74 inmates were employed in our laundry
department for a total of 12,032 hours. Inmates were taught many important vocational
skills, to include, hand soldering, product assembly, product inspection, packaging, heat
sealing, commercial sewing, and laundry operations.
The extensive training and experience that our inmates receive during their employment
gave them the skills needed to excel in today’s job market. Post release services include
the securing of Social Security cards as a very important ID, as well as reference and job
placement assistance whenever possible.
Jail Industries continues to maintain its ISO 9001:2008 certification, as well as full
compliance with the Bureau of Justice certification for our private sector partnership.
[ail industries Gross Earnings for 2013 by customer

Airmar Technologies
Ashby Cross
Cocheco Valley
Diacom Corp.
Seacoast Hospice
Rest Easy

$32,198.83
$293.75
$4,875.90
$17,876.53
$4,837.98
- $896.00

Sgt. Knots

$19,812.77

Sulzer Mixpac USA
Warner Power

$30,898.01
$12,085.84

The program grossed $113,775.61 in 2013, as well as provided laundry services for the
Jail and Rest home.

With the addition of a new customer Ashby Cross to our list of private partners in
December of 2013, and the forecast of increased business from two of our existing
companies, we are looking forward to training more inmates, and increasing our earnings
in 2014.

Respectfully Submitted,

Rodney Smith

WMarllgn Allen

Rodney, Smith

Marilyn Allen

Jail Industry Director

Former Jail Industry Director, Retired
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2013 FAMILY RECEPTION CENTER ANNUAL REPORT
The Family Reception Center, now in its’ 12 year of operation, continues to be selfsufficient through inmate picture taking, individual donations, and the Bishop’s Charitable
Assistance Fund. These funds were to:

e
e

e
e
e

Expand our activities and enhance family visits during the Holidays of Easter, Fourth
of July, Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas.
Purchase hats and mittens, which were given to children during the cold winter
months. Many were also purchased for us by our individual supporters of the
program as well.
Provide refreshments to families before and after they visit their loved ones.
Publish a family and inmate newsletter, as well as a visitor's handbook so that
through communication, families and inmates learn what is going on at our facility.
Provide caring and knowledgeable persons and relevant materials that will provide
families and loved ones with helpful information and resources to improve the
situation family’s face through incarceration of their loved ones.

Based on our continued data collection, we are indeed lessening the stress on families.
Updated data shows that we continue to have approximately 3,200 positive family
contacts over a given year. Our mission and goals remain the same:

e

e

To provide a comfortable, trusting, and supportive environment where families and
friends may come before or after a visit to receive validation, support, and resources
that may lessen the negative impact experienced through incarceration.
To provide a setting where people experiencing incarceration of a loved one may
come to receive support from others experiencing or have experienced the same

situations.
e To provide a more positive and comfortable setting for children wishing to visit.
Families continue to express how much they appreciate the Family Reception Center, and
how unique it is compared to other sites they have visited.

The Family Reception Center presented its first annual “Reception Officer of the Year”
award to Officer Mark Warren. This award will be made on an annual basis, selecting a
reception desk officer for their outstanding performance and professional service.
Respectfully Submitted,

Rodney Smith

Marilyn “len

Rodney, Smith

Marilyn Allen

FRC Coordinator

FRC Coordinator and founder, Retired
Behe
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2013 STRAFFORD COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS ANNUAL REPORT
The Community Corrections Program is composed of several programs, al! united under
the same mission. We work with the criminal justice system to create a safe community.
We provide the Courts with accurate information and offer viable, cost effective pre-trial
and sentencing options through a balance of enforcement and treatment strategies, while
holding the offenders accountable and affording them the opportunity to become
productive, law-abiding citizens. Community Corrections monitors pre-trial release and
pre-trial diversion cases. We assess, supervise, and provide the necessary services for
defendants. We collaborate with the criminal justice community to assist in pre-trial
release decisions, promote community safety, and ensure the return to court, while using
the least restrictive environment necessary. To complement these programs, Community
Corrections also assesses sentenced offenders housed at the Strafford County Department
of Corrections and, if possible, diverts them to intensive community-based supervision,
while providing individualized treatment plans. This helps transition them into being
productive community members, thereby helping to reduce future criminal acts while
promoting a safer community.
Pretrial Assessments:

Strafford County Community Corrections completes assessments on all defendants
booked into the Strafford County House of Corrections. The interview or assessments
takes place as soon as possible, and is the first step in preparing the defendants’
assessment for court. The intake coordinator then uses the information gathered as a
foundation to assist them when completing the report for the court. Typically the
assessment contains criminal history, pending charges, address history, employment
history, education, dependents, and community ties.

This assessment is given to the Judge, to aide in making an informed decision when
determining if bail supervision is necessary. The assessment is available for use during the
defendant’s arraignment, probable cause hearings, and bail hearings.
In 2013 Community Corrections completed 491 assessments on defendants booked into
the jail. Some interesting facts about 2013 Assessments:
e

19% of the defendants interview were found not
acceptable

e

e

22% of the defendants interviewed are charged
with a domestic violence crime.
43% are charged with misconducts.
(Violation of Probation, Breach of Bail, or failure

e

¢

e

to appear)
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33% of the defendants interviewed are charged
with a felony.
38 % of the defendants interviewed were arrested
by Rochester PD.
29% of the defendants interviewed are
unemployed.
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Pretrial Supervision:

All defendants on Strafford County Community Corrections Pretrial Supervision must
comply with a standard set of conditions that we tailor to the needs of the individuai
client. The court may also order specific conditions for the defendants to follow. Examples
of standard conditions are:
e

Checking in by telephone daily

e

Reporting to our office at the discretion of the

Notification of all changes to telephone numbers,
address, and employment

defendants Case Manager

Notify the staff of any contact with Law Enforcement

e ~—-Refrain from the use of excessive alcohol

e

Submit to mandatory random and scheduled drug

Refrain from the use of any alcohol

testing

Refrain from possessing firearms

e
e

Adhere to a curfew
Electronic monitoring to include GPS or the use of
remote alcohol monitoring

House checks to ensure compliance and verify
address and living situation
Travel Restrictions

e

Court ordered no contacts

Community Corrections completed 207 total intakes. Of the clients placed with Pretrial
Supervision, 26% were ordered from Dover District Court and 50% from Rochester
District Court. Of the 203 cases that were closed in 2013, 77% of the clients successfully
completed and did not have a violation that caused termination from the program. Most
importantly, 99% of the clients appeared at their respective court dates. Of the violations
we had, these are some of the common violations:
e

e

13% had alcohol violations
55% had positive drug tests

e

13% picked up new charges

e

11% absconded supervision

We did see an increase in the amount of time defendants were on supervision in 2013 for
both misdemeanor and felony level charges.

Average Length on Program
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Trends of 2013 Pretrial Supervision:
©

85% of the defendants being supervised are male.

$35,977 worth of fees were collected

©

37% ofthe defendants are unemployed

5,238 days of community service were completed

©

22% ofthe defendants have no GED or High School
Diploma

78% of our drug tests completed were random drug

©

23% of the defendants have misdemeanor Domestic
Violence related charges

!4 clients were Veterans
tests.
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Community Corrections has two post-trial programs. The first is Administrative Home
Confinement (AHC). This is a court ordered program where the defendant typically spends
some time in jail and the remainder at home and is supervised in the community.
The second program is the Step-Down Program. The idea behind this program is to
encourage continued life improvements for inmates as they transition from life within the
jail facility back into the community. This is accomplished by taking inmates incarcerated
in the HOC who are of good behavior and attending programs. Community Corrections
then files a motion on the defendant’s behalf with the court. If granted, the inmate is
released into the community under the supervision of Community Corrections.
Community Corrections will complete an assessment on the sentenced inmates in the jail
to see if they are appropriate for either of these programs. In 2013 Community
Corrections completed 73 assessments on inmates who were incarcerated at the HOC and
we had a total of 80 intakes. We also had a success rate of 88%. Our most common
violation was drug use at 47%.
Trends of 2013 Post Trial Supervision:
e
e

87% of the defendants are male
17% of the defendants are charged with a motor
vehicle related offense

e

$56,292 worth offees were collected

e = The average defendant is on supervision for 164 days

Pretrial Diversion:

The Pretrial Diversion Program in collaboration with the Strafford County Attorney’s
Office had 27 intakes and assisted in collecting $17,777 in restitution. The Diversion

Program has been created for people who have had no prior criminal dealings with the
criminal justice system and who the County Attorney’s Office does not anticipate
returning to the system. We had 8 clients not complete the program this year due to new
charges that were brought up against them or failing to comply with the diversion
agreement.
Employability Program:

The Employability Program was established in 2009 brings together Community
Corrections and the Division of Child Support Services (Division) in a partnership that will
assist delinquent obligors to come into compliance with their child support order and help
prevent civil incarceration to the Strafford County HOC. This program is the first in the
State of New Hampshire and shows one more time how Strafford County stays on the
cutting edge and has a seamless approach to corrections and the judicial process. In 2013,
we had 12 new intakes. We assisted in collecting over $16,305 worth of child support
-41-
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through our office. This does not include direct payment to the Division or garnishments
that are established.

We average 43 clients on this program. If this program was not available, most of these
individuals would have ended up in jail. The participant would not have been able to pay
any child support or do job searching to gain employment. More importantly, since the
program started, we have been able to collect over $350,000 in child support, according to
DHHS Child Support Division.
Strafford County Community Corrections would like to acknowledge and gratefully thank
the Strafford County Superior Court, Circuit Court and Family Court Judges, the County
Attorney’s Office, Local Prosecutors and Defense Attorneys, The New Hampshire Public
Defenders Office, Local Police Departments and the Strafford County House of Corrections
for their continued support. We would also like to thank the Strafford County Board of
Commissioners and the County Administrator, Ray Bower for their continued support and
innovative guidance.

Strafford County’s Pretrial and Post Trial team members who exhibited dedication and
professionalism in 2013:
*William Britton, Senior Case Manager
*Jon Forcier, Pretrial Supervision Officer
*Sid Bird, Pretrial Supervision Officer
*Jamie Bennett, Pretrial Supervision Officer
*Joseph Devine, Community Corrections Director

*Carrie Lover Conway, Criminal Justice Programming Coordinator

Respectfully Submitted,

Joseph R. Devine, fr.
Joseph R. Devine, Director

LGe
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2013 STRAFFORD COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS:
ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING/SUPERVISION PROGRAMS AND SPECIALTY COURTS

REPORT
In 2013 the Alternative Sentencing Programs in Strafford County experienced continued
growth and programmatic enhancements. By rehabilitating and supervising offenders in
the community, we save taxpayer money while maintaining public safety, thus decreasing
victims, and returning offenders back into the community as law abiding citizens. The
Alternative Sentencing Programs co-exist in this County as part of an overall philosophy
shift to supervise and rehabilitate offenders in the community with help from the entireCounty infrastructure. Without any piece of this infrastructure, these programs would not
be able to operate as efficiently or as successfully as they do. This infrastructure includes;
Strafford County Community Corrections, including the Community Work Program, the
NH Public Defenders-Dover office, the County Attorneys’ office, the Strafford County
Department of Corrections, including the Therapeutic Community, the Strafford County
Sheriffs Department, Southeastern NH Services, NH Department of Corrections
Probation/Parole, and the Strafford County Superior Court, Rochester and Dover Circuit
Courts and the Family Court Division. Of course, County-alternative sentencing programs
require local government support and without this support from the Strafford County
Commissioners, Chairman George Maglaras, Robert Watson, and Leo Lessard, these
programs
would’
not_
exist.The
leadershipfrom
County
Administrator
Raymond Bower has been crucial over the past year as he provides the initiative and
support we have needed to grow. In 2014 we will continue to seek the enhancement of
our County Criminal Justice Programming and the infrastructure that supports these
programs.

The Strafford County Adult Drug Treatment Court: Following a year-long pilot
program, the Drug Court commenced full-operations on January 19, 2006 after securing a
Department of Justice grant for 3 years and was the first adult drug court in New
Hampshire. The Drug Court isa specialty court program thatconnects felony and
misdemeanor-level, substance-abusing offenders and NH State Prison Parolees who meet
the same criteria, sentenced out of Strafford County Superior Court, to an integrated
system of intensive alcohol and drug treatment in the community, combined with case
management, community monitoring, strict court supervision and progressive incentives
and sanctions. By linking participants to treatment services, the program aims to address
offenders’ addiction issues that led to criminal behavior, thereby reducing recidivism, and
protecting public safety. The Drug Court is designed to be a 12 to 18 month felony-level,
and a 6 to 12 month misdemeanor-level, alternative sentencing program, divided into
three phases, and followed by one year of probation. The Drug Court utilizes such
programs as the Work Program, Therapeutic Community, Transitional Housing, and ReEntry Clinicians to help support sanctioning and clinical interventions. Over the past year,
the Drug Court held steady with an average enrollment of 50 participants and an average
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of 18 to 19 graduates from the program each year. Since 2009, Strafford County has
participated in a state-wide drug court meeting where all of the drug courts from New
Hampshire discuss successes and challenges, while reviewing best practice models. A
background check of all our graduates and terminated participants found the graduates’
recidivism rates over the past 5 years for a new criminal charge is 10%, while the
recidivism of the terminated drug court participant was 57%. This data was collected in
2011 and included everyone that began the program on January 19, 2006 and forward.
The study was performed in 2010 and concluded almost the exact same recidivism rates.
In 2012, Strafford County Adult Drug Treatment Court graduated its 100" participant
since inception in 2006, and ended 2013 with 115 total program graduates and
maintained a head count above 55 participants in all of 2013. For more information
regarding the Drug Treatment Court please contact: Alex Casale, Director @ 516-7193
or Carrie Lover Conway, Coordinator @ 516-7195.
Strafford

County

Community

Corrections

Mental

Health

Pre-Trial

and

Post-Trial

Supervision: Strafford County Pre-trial Mental Health Supervision provides case
management and supervision of defendants, who have been diagnosed with a mental
illness, while residing in the community and awaiting trial. Through case management and
supervision, the defendant is assisted to obtain and maintain appropriate mental health
services and access medications to ensure stability and while in the community.
Defendants are released from jail without (in most cases) having to post cash bail.
Supervision consists of daily/weekly phone and/or office check-ins, case management,
voluntary referrals to services, medication checks, drug screens, and mental health
compliance. In 2013, The Pre-trial Mental Health Supervision program averaged 54 clients
at any given time and had a total of 185 total intakes. Strafford County Post-Trial Mental
Health Supervision offers community based supervision to inmates of the Strafford County
Jail. The Administrative Home Confinement program is a court ordered program in which
inmates are found eligible for release once sentenced from court. The Step-down Program
is a jail program that provides incentives for inmates who exhibit good behavior and
willingness to participate in appropriate rehabilitative programs while incarcerated. All
inmates released into the community are required to wear a GPS tracking device and/or a
Sobrietor. Program participants with mental illnesses are required to continue
medications and mental health treatment in the community as part of conditioned release.
In 2013, Mental Health Post Trial-supervised on average 10 inmates in the community and
had a total of 33 intakes for the year. For more information regarding the Mental
Health Court, please contact Blair Rowlett,
Conway, Coordinator @ 516-7195.

Director

@ 516-5182

or Carrie Lover

Strafford County Rochester Circuit Court Mental Health Court Pilot Program:

This

alternative sentencing program commenced operations in June 2007. The Mental Health
Court provides court supervision and treatment services to mentally ill defendants to
promote engagement in treatment, improve quality of life, decrease recidivism and
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increase community safety and awareness of mental health issues. The Mental Health
Court is a 3-phase specialty court program designed for adults who have one or more
misdemeanor-level and/or felony-level offenses and who are eligible for mental health
treatment. The Mental Health Court involves frequent court appearances, as well as
individualized treatment planning and case management. This program also awards
incentives for healthy, appropriate behavior and imposes sanctions for negative behavior.
The Strafford County Community Corrections program (SCCCP) has made great strides in
identifying and releasing clients with Mental Health issues. In coordination with Strafford
County Judges and the local mental health center, SCCCP has helped develop bail language
that compels defendants to get mental health treatment as a condition of their bail. The
continuity of supervision that is provided from Pre-trial to Post-trial is a major factor in
the referral and success of the program. The program is used in lieu of a jail sentence.
Majority of successful completions result in convictions being vacated. The Mental Health
Court team consists of Judge Ashley, Thomas Velardi, Carrie Lover, Blair Rowlett, Sarah

Landres, Judi Rogers, and Elizabeth Solof. In 2013, the Mental Health Court had 15 intakes
and graduated 6 participants. The Mental Health Court was an outgrowth from the
Strafford

County

Intervention
Community
Intervention
systematic,
information
@ 516-5182

Mental

Health

Council.

In 2007,

the

Council

also

began

a Crisis

Team which includes staff from the Rochester and Dover Police Departments,
Partners and NAMI-NH. In 2008 this team became certified as a Crisis
Team who responds to mental health-related police calls to ensure a more
sensitive approach to persons with mental health issues. For more
regarding the Mental Health Court, please contact Blair Rowlett, Director
or Carrie Lover Conway, Coordinator @ 516-7195.

The Strafford County Habitual Offender Academy Program: After the NH Department
of Corrections eliminated funding for the “traditional state wide “Academy Program in
2009, the Strafford County Attorney’s Office identified a need for the continuation of such
programming for an identified Habitual Offender (HO) population. The primary goal of the
Habitual Offender Program is to help persons with a Habitual Offender charge, work
towards getting their driver’s license back. This process entails guiding participants
through the Department of Motor Vehicles. Those who participate in the program are also
on Administrative Home Confinement through Strafford County Community Corrections
Program. There are two tracks to the HO Program; one track for those who do not have
any substance abuse issues and one track for those that do have substance abuse issues.
Those who have a history with substance abuse are required to participate in counseling
and self-help meetings as determined by a drug and alcohol evaluation. All those who
participate in the Habitual Offender Program, regardless of the track, are required to
attend the Life Skills group that the program runs. All participants are required to
complete 150 hours of community service, call in for nightly curfew checks, and maintain
a full time job or full time schooling. In 2013, the Habitual Offender Academy Program had
11 referrals with an average daily headcount of 6 participants. For more information
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regarding the Academy Program, please contact Carrie Lover Conway, Coordinator @
516-7195

Specialized Transitional Housing Program: Strafford County Specialized Transitional
Housing Program opened its doors on November 16, 2009, piloting a 12 bed residence for
males.
Strafford County received a federal grant from the Department of Justice that
provided grant funding through March 2012. In 2013, we have expanded our number of
male beds to 20 and have added a female transitional housing area as well that can house
up to 8 females. We have also enhanced current staffing patterns to meet the needs of the
occupancy increase. The focus of the Housing Program is to reduce the recidivism rate of
the jail and prevent more county residents from being victims of crimes. Strafford County
recognizes the importance of providing a smooth transition from the House of Corrections
back into the community. Some of the road blocks those individuals face exiting the House
of Corrections are homelessness and lack of structure. The purpose of the Housing
Program is to provide those individuals with a residence for up to 90 days which allows
them the ample time to find employment and a stable living environment. Individuals who
will be considered eligible for the program will have completed extensive programming
inside the House of Corrections and will complete the screening process for the program.
Residents are considered “outmates” of the House of Corrections and will have to follow
strict rules in order to reside there.

Residents will be subject to curfews, mandated to

attend in house programming, and will be expected to complete job searches every day. In
2013, Transitional Housing completed 190 intakes and housed 96 male residents and 26
female residents, with an average length of stay of 54 days. For more information
regarding the Specialized Transitional Housing Program, please contact Thomas
Herzig @516-7198 or Carrie Lover Conway, Coordinator @ 516-7195.
Re-Entry Clinicians: Strafford County was awarded a 1 year grant in the amount of
$160,730 through The Second Chance Act Federal Grant Program through September,
2011. Strafford County was invited to extend this grant through 2014 and received
$500,000 in funds. This grant has allowed Strafford County Community Corrections to
hire 2 full time Re-Entry Clinicians along with other ancillary services to benefit re-entry.
The Second Chance Act of 2007 provides a comprehensive response to the increasing
number of people who are released from prison and jail into communities and the subsequent challenges communities face as offenders attempt to reintegrate into society. A
combination of trends in sentencing, incarceration, and post-release supervision has
brought prisoner reentry to the forefront of discussion among policy makers,
practitioners, and researchers. Without consistent support systems, access to resources,

and positive intervention, a newly released offender is at risk to return to a life of crime
therefore creating more victims of crime in our local community. A national average
suggests a drug court participant commits 105 crimes before entering the program. Reentry and transitional services allows for additional resources to be dedicated to
prisoner/community integration, thus de-creasing the potential number of victims
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associated with criminal activity. Further, many offenders have substance abuse or mental
health problems that require immediate and persistent attention. Through this grant
award, Strafford County will continue to build upon its overall therapeutic approach
towards public safety and offender-community reintegration. For more information
regarding Re-Entry, please contact Thomas Herzig @516-7198, or Christine McKenna,
Re-Entry Specialists @ 516-7191 or Carrie Lover Conway, Coordinator @ 516-7195.
Strafford County’s Alternative Sentencing/Supervision Programs and Specialty Courts
team members who exhibited dedication and professionalism in 2013:

*Alex Casale, Drug Court Program Director
*Jamie Bennett, Drug Court Senior Case Manager and Pre Trial Supervision Officer
*Christopher Gowell Specialty Courts Case Manager and Pre Trial Supervision Officer
*Blair Rowlett, Mental Health Programs Director
*Amanda Vachon, Mental Health Programs Senior Case Manager
Tom Herzig, Transitional Housing Director, Reentry Clinician
*Christine McKenna, Reentry Clinician

*Adam Dionne, Transitional Housing Case Manager
*Zachary Tuttle, Transitional Housing Case Manager
* Melissa Schott, Transitional Housing Case Manager
*Heather Bragdon, Transitional Housing Case Manager
*Carrie Lover Conway, Criminal Justice Programming Coordinator
*Elizabeth Solof, Community Partners Mental Health Liaison

Respectfully submitted,
Carrie Lover, MSW, Corrections Officer

Strafford County Criminal Justice Programming
Coordinator
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2013 COMMUNITY WORK PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORT
The Strafford County Community Work Program provides community services to
Strafford County non-profit, tax supported organizations and government agencies. The
Work Program consists of Court-ordered participants who are sentenced to the program,
and other Strafford County program participants such as Drug Treatment Court, Mental
Health Court, Diversion Agreements, Employability Program, Probation and Parole, and

Strafford County Community Corrections program clients. The program operates 7 days a
week, with two crews operating at any one time.
The Strafford County Community Work Program received 287
participants in 2013. The orders received by Court were as follows:
Dover Circuit Court:
Rochester Circuit Court:

133 Males, 51 Females
48 Males, 20 Females

Strafford County Superior Court:
Other (out of County):

12 Males, 6 Females
9 Males, 3 Females

new

Court-ordered

There were a total of 422 participants from the various programs that participated in the
Strafford County Community Work Program in 2013, that included 358 males and 64
females.
The successful completions of the Court-ordered participants for 2013 was 70%. 147
males and 47 females completing their Court-ordered amount of hours within the time
frame that the Court established.

The failure rate for 2013 was 30%, with 55 males and 33 females failing to complete their
Court-ordered hours in a timely fashion.
In 2013, the Community Work Program assisted 66 various programs and agencies within
Strafford County, for a total of 17,776 hours and an estimated savings of $177,760. The

hours and estimated savings broken down by city and town are as follows:
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City/Town
Barrington:
Dover:
Farmington:
Lee:

Madbury:
Middleton:
Milton:
New Durham:
Rochester:
-Gonic
Rollinsford
Somersworth:
Strafford:

Special Olympics NH
Various County agencies:

Savings

Hours

320.0
4,344.0
1,264.0
56.0
192.0
376.0
1,256.0
520.0
2,440.0
216.0
120.0
1,880.0
80.0
880.0
3,832.0

$3,200.00
$43,440.00
$12,640.00
$560.00
$1,920.00
$3,760.00
$12,560.00
$5,200.00
$24,400.00
$2,160.00
$1,200.00
$18,800.00
$800.00
$8,800.00
$38,320.00

The Strafford County Community Work Program sold 19 cords of hardwood, for a total
sales amount of $3,610 that was returned to the Strafford County General Fund. The
program also donated 8 cords to needy families within Strafford County.
The CWP program also brought over 15 tons of scrap metal to the recycling center for
additional revenue of $1,337.00 for the County.
I would like to thank the Community Work Program Supervisors, Troy Chabot, Kevin
Boucher, and Matt Bower, for their commitment,

dedication, and talent for making this

program so successful. They bring the County philosophy into the community with their
professionalism and understanding that each task is different, but the result is the same:

Community Service.
Respectfully submitted,

Ken Robichaud
Ken Robichaud, Program Director

Community Work Program
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2013 ANNUAL REPORT
STRAFFORD COUNTY UNIVERSITY of NEW HAMPSHIRE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
Working to strengthen youth, families & communities,
sustain natural resources, & improve the economy
Strafford County 4-H Youth Development
Jill Hall, 4-H Youth Development Program Coordinator

4-H Youth Development programs help youth between the ages of 5 to 18 become
competent, caring, contributing and confident members of communities. The 4-H youth
experiences encourages youth to progress in their skills and knowledge in self-selected
projects, practical interest areas, as they advance in their life skills of Head, Heart, Hands
and Health for Better Living. Popular 4-H projects that include animal science, mechanical
science, family and consumer science are now grouped into three broad topic areas:
science, engineering and technology, healthy living; and citizenship.
Through 4-H
opportunities youth experience positive learning environments and have opportunities
that foster growth in the essential elements of positive youth development - belonging,
mastering skills, influencing others, being independent and learning the meaning of
volunteer service as well as generosity.
4-H Youth Development 2013 Impacts

In 2013, the Strafford County 4-H program reached 177 youth through 4-H community
clubs and involved 55 additional youth in special interest and school enrichment efforts
that totaled 6 or more hours in duration. Public events, short-duration school programs
and community collaborations, including a partnership with New Hampshire Agriculture
in the Classroom, reached several hundred more. Twelve 4-H community clubs and county
wide program efforts have been led by 70 enrolled volunteers who serve as positive role
models partnering with youth to organize local 4-H programs and activities. These clubs
created a combined community service impact of over 1,600 hours in Strafford County.
Some details include:

e
e

e

In 2013, 4-H added 3 new community clubs in the towns of Milton, Rollinsford and
Lee, NH.
At Favorite Foods Festival, nearly 40 members prepared over 40 entries, while
learning more about food preparation, serving foods attractively, food and kitchen
safety, nutrition and menu planning and developing interviewing skills.
23 teens attended the 2013 State 4-H Teen Conference held on the UNH Campus
where youth learned from a variety of workshops, made friends with youth from all
over NH and experienced campus life. One youth from Strafford County served on
the State 4-H Teen Council that planned and conducted this 4 day event for nearly
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e

e
e

e

e
e

200 youth in the state, and an additional SC youth was elected for the 2014
Conference.
For County 4-H Activities Day, which helps youth develop research, organizational
and public speaking skills, over 40 youth participated in one of several public
speaking and presentation categories
16 garments created by youth were modeled in the county fashion program while 6
participated in the Talent Show.
30 4-H youth, 12 years and older, were selected to be on the County delegation at
State 4-H Activities Day presenting demonstrations, speeches, or action exhibits,
participating in Fashion, Photography or Educational Poster Contests.
Based on a competitive statewide interview process, 1 teen from Strafford County
represented the state of New Hampshire on a National Trip: National 4-H Congress
in Atlanta, GA.
For 2014, 9 youth in Strafford County are vying for State and National recognition
6clubs displayed projects created by their members at the 137th Rochester Fair and
3 clubs created educational exhibits.
10 youth created individual member
educational displays and there were over 50 individual exhibit entries ranging from
computer programs, to photographs to baked goods. 4-H events at the fair included
4-H poultry and sheep shows, the 4-H baking contest and nearly a dozen educational
action exhibits provided for the public.

Recent findings from the National 4-H Study of Positive Youth Development conducted by
Tufts University indicate that young people in 4-H are three times more likely to
contribute to their communities than youth not participating in 4-H. Additionally, the
research from the Tufts University study indicated that youth in 4-H thrive through the
health and science education and career preparation experiences they receive through 4H programming. Compared to non-4-H youth, 4-H'ers are more likely to spend more
hours exercising or being physically active. 4-H youth also have higher educational
achievement and higher motivation for future education - reporting better grades, higher
levels of academic competence, and an elevated level of engagement at school. 4-H youth
were also more likely to be in the lowest levels of depression and risky behavior.
2013 Nutrition Connections Program
David Leonard, Educational Program Coordinator

Nutrition Connections is largely funded by the USDA and targets limited-income adults,
families, and youth. It provides no-fee, life-skills education in:

e
e
e

Nutrition, meal planning, supermarket savvy
Food safety
Physical activity for wellness
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We engage and empower participants to:

e

Eat healthier & become more active to: 1) Improve energy level, weight control, and
job/academic performance; 2) Prevent or help manage diabetes, heart disease, and
other chronic diseases
Read & understand food labels to make wise choices
Save money at the supermarket while improving diet quality
Plan & prepare nutritious, low-cost meals
Prevent foodborne illness

Nutrition Connections 2013 Impacts

e
e

e

e

e

135 adults with 205 total children attended class series (2 to 7 sessions) covering
the above skills
Another 61 adults enhanced their food-shopping skills by attending one-time
supermarket-savvy presentations.
638 elementary school children at 8 low-income schools received five 30-minute
education sessions and earned how & why to make healthier food choices, improve
dietary diversity, and become more physically active.
Teachers reported an
increase in fruits, vegetables, and whole-grain snacks and less junk food brought
from home.
175 preschoolers at 5 county Head Start centers participated in a 4-session
nutrition series and became more motivated to eat fruits & veggies. Teachers
reported increased intakes of these foods. Parents received 4 nutrition handouts.
15 Dover & Somersworth teens graduated from three 10-hour cooking-nutrition
series.

Nutrition Connections is cost effective.
Cost-benefit analyses in Virginia, lowa, and
California using stringent criteria showed that each dollar invested in Nutrition
Connections programs returns $2.67 to $3.67 by reducing healthcare costs and lost work
days. Added savings come from improved meal planning and supermarket shopping
skills.
|
Comments from Nutrition Connections program participants:

Great course! My family and I learned a lot about healthy food issues and items. A bunch of
thanks.
This course has been an amazing help to me and myfamily.
to make healthy eating fun! Iam very grateful! Thank you.

ys

I have gotten many great ideas
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| I’m doing good. I'm eating more healthy food & have lost 20 Ibs. since the last time we talked.
I'm going for two walks a day.
Your course was wonderful, and it opened my eyes to a few things. I really appreciate the
opportunity.

Thank you for letting me participate in this program. I learned a lot of valuable information.
I can’t wait to start adding recipes from the cookbook into our meal schedule!!! Thanks
again!
Grade 3 Teacher, William Allen School: Students talk about healthy choices during snack

time. They are excited about nutrition and take pride in having information about the topic.
We look forward to you every year.

Grade 2 Teacher, William Allen School: Greater awareness of nutrition for students and
some parents. Students were able to share what they learned with their families. The
students really enjoyed these lessons!
Grade 2 Teacher, Idlehurst School: My students have been talking about WHOA foods and
GO foods a lot, especially when eating snacks. It has been great to see their awareness about
healthy eating grow as a result of these nutrition classes.

Grade 2 Teacher, Woodman Park School: J heard students make more thoughtful choices at
snack time. We have fresh fruit (a great program), and they asked to bring extra pieces
home.

Strafford County Community and Economic Development
Kelly McAdam, Food and Agriculture Field Specialist
Andy Fast, Natural Resources Field Specialist
Sue Cagle, Youth and Family Field Specialist
Food and Agriculture

The Food & Agriculture program in Strafford County provides research-based information
to citizens in the areas of agriculture business management, soil health, integrated pest
management, and the production of fruit, vegetables, pasture management, forages,
animal husbandry, and ornamental horticulture. The Field Specialist position in Strafford
County is focused on assisting commercial agriculture producers.
Food and Agriculture 2013 Impacts

e

e

Over the course of the past year, seventeen visits were made to commercial
agriculture operations in Strafford County, and 50 phone and email consultations
were provided.
Nine workshops were provided to both backyard and commercial growers on a
wide range of topics important to the agriculture industry in Strafford County. Four
S35
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e

e

of these events were held at Strafford County farms to demonstrate a new practice
or to highlight a successful crop production system. Approximately 250 people
attended these events. One of these events, a pruning workshop, was held in
Farmington on March 31st and drew a crowd of 95 people.
New Hampshire small fruit growers collectively experienced a $1.5 million loss from
a new small fruit pest in 2012. Due to the high percent of losses in 2012, the threat
of this pest was taken very seriously in 2013. Extension Specialists maintained
several monitoring sites in Strafford County, and four grower meetings were held in
2013 to educate growers on how to monitor and manage this pest. One grower
meeting was held in Strafford, with the majority of those in attendance being
Strafford County small fruit growers. Strafford County growers reported minimal
crop loss from this pest in 2013.
Strafford County has 24 active Master Gardener volunteers who provided 873 hours
of service in 2013 to over 3,500 citizens. Projects included Ask a Master Gardener
displays at local farmers’ markets, community and school garden assistance, and
public presentations.

Natural Resources

UNH Cooperative Extension provides natural resources programing in forestry, wildlife,
natural resource

development,

land and water conservation

and marine fisheries. The

UNH Cooperative Extension Strafford County Forester provides education and outreach in
forestry, wildlife management and natural resources business development to residents,
towns, and natural resource professionals.
Natural Resources 2013 Impacts

e

e

An estimated 138 individuals were directly contacted through telephone calls,
publication distribution, one-on-one visits and group educational meetings.
Landowners participated in 33 woodland exams covering 1,649 acres. Statewide
(including Strafford County residents), approximately 648 people attended 17
group educational meetings on a variety of forestry, wildlife, and conservation
related subjects.
Technical recommendations from Strafford County site visits will result in
approximately $9,344 of additional revenue for forest landowners, $26,384
additional annual total production value, and $934 of additional tax revenue to
municipalities.

' Assumptions: 1/3 of acreage recommendations are followed and incorporate good silvicultural practices as opposed to high grading.
Increased value annualized over a 100-year period. Economic modeling is similar to conditions described in Nyland, R.D. 2005.
Diameter Limit Cutting and Silviculture: A Comparison of Long-Term Yields and Values for Uneven-Aged Sugar Maple Stands.
NJAF 22(2) 111-116.
$17/ac./yr. additional landowner revenue; $48/ac./yr. additional total production value (industry); $1.70/ac./yr. additional tax revenue
for towns.
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e

Technical recommendations and outreach has resulted in other economic, ecological
and societal benefits including:
o Economic benefits to Christmas tree and maple syrup producers.
o Benefit to forest health, water resources, wildlife habitat, recreation
opportunities, urban forests, and ecological services that forests provide.
o Environmental literacy among all ages of Strafford County residents.

e

There were 22 referrals to consulting foresters for forestry services including:
stewardship plan preparation, timber stand improvement, timber sale preparation
and administration, wildlife habitat enhancement,

e

e

e

e

cost-share activities, boundary

line identification, current use maps, and road layout.
Provided continued technical assistance, outreach, and project review for the
Environmental Quality Assistance Program (EQIP) in Strafford County through a
MOU between the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and the
Natural Resources Team staff.
Conducted workshops with colleagues and cosponsors on the following topics
(partial list): NH Tree Farm Program; beech management; easements, deeds and
right-of-ways; chainsaw safety; forestry laws; current use law; marketing for
forestry businesses; GPS/GIS; forestry and wildlife management.
Promoted local, state, regional and national forestry goals with partners including
(partial list: NH Prescribed Fire Council, NH Division of Forests and Lands, the
Forest Society, NH Timberland Owners Association, NH Tree Farm Program, Society
of American Foresters, NH Fish and Game, Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Awarded the American Tree Farm System National Leadership Award.

Youth and Family/Community and Economic Development

Vibrant and economically-strong New Hampshire communities provide safe and secure
environments for NH families. Likewise, secure and stable families form the backbone of
thriving NH communities. An educated and engaged citizenry is an important asset to
communities, providing a skilled workforce, community volunteers, increased family wellbeing and a stronger New Hampshire.

Strafford County UNHCE provides programs which work to strengthen youth, increase
family stability and strengthen communities. These programs work to address complex
issues that impact NH families and communities such as poverty, health, and civility.
Examples of impact in 2013 include:
Through provision of Web-based financial management education, UNHCE provided
resources designed to improve existing financial habits and help participants achieve

SS
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financial stability and establish and reach their own financial goals. On post-program
evaluations participants reported the following:
93% plan to or have completed a debt repayment plan;
97% plan to or have prepared a balance sheet;
85% plan to or have established an emergency savings fund;
88% plan to or have updated and/or corrected credit reports if needed;
100% expect to use knowledge gained to better manage income and expenses;
97% expect to save money regularly;
98% expect to decrease debt to free up future income

The Courage to Care program trains and supports middle school staff to implement an
interactive program to reduce bullying, increase civility and improve the school climate.
The Rochester school district has completed training and begun implementing this
program with all 6 grade students.
In May, 2013, the entire class of 6" graders
completed the first year of the program. These students are now taking a leadership role
as 7‘ graders, supporting this year’s 6 grade program.
Due to increasing pressure to efficiently use resources, New Hampshire non-profit and
community organizations, working to strengthen youth, families and communities must
demonstrate the value and impact of their programs in order to remain viable.
Community groups, nonprofits and coalitions are involved in building community
collaborations to address tough issues and produce results. Strong facilitation skills allow
staff /volunteers to be catalytic leaders that empower community members to work
effectively and efficiently toward mutual goals. To that end, UNHCE provides training
through the Strengthening your Facilitation Skills Program, building the capacity of
community leaders to work more effectively together. Eleven Strafford county
participants representing local non-profit organizations completed this training in
October in Dover.
Respectfully submitted,

Andy Fast
Andy Fast, County Office Administrator
Together with the Extension Educators
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INUT

STRAFFORD COUNTY DELEGATION COMMITTEE
F
PUBLIC HEARING
OF WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY

30, 201

A Public Hearing of the Strafford County Legislation Delegation was held on Wednesday, January 30,
2013, at 7:00 p.m. in Courtroom II of the William A. Grimes Strafford County Justice and Administrative
Building.

1. Chairman Schmidt called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

2. Representative Mullen led the Delegation and Public in the Pledge of Allegiance.
. Chairman Schmidt asked everyone to remain standing for a moment of silence.
Chairman

Schmidt asked Anne Grassie, Clerk to read the notice of the Public Hearing, which was

posted in three (3) public places and advertised in the local newspaper. Clerk Grassie read the notice
of the Public Hearing and Meeting.
Chairman Schmidt asked Anne Grassie, Clerk to call the roll. The roll call which showed the following

members present:
PRESENT: Baber, Beaudoin, Berube, Bickford, Bixby, Burdwood, Burke, Gardner, Ginsburg, Grassie,
Gray, Horrigan, Jones, Kaen, Ketel, Malloy, Menear, Miller, Mullen, Parsons, Pelletier, Perry,

Rogers, Rollo, Schmidt, Spang, Stevens, Verschueren, and Wall (29 of 37)
EXCUSED: Groen, Hooper, Hubbard, Pitre, and Spainhower (5)
ABSENT:

Grossman, Smith, and Ward (3)

Also present were Strafford County Commissioners George Maglaras, Robert Watson, and Leo
Lessard, Administrator Ray Bower, County Attorney Thomas Velardi, Sheriff David Dubois, Register of
Deeds Dennis Vachon, Maintenance Director Jim Gaunya, Administrative Assistant/Deputy Treasurer
Jean Miccolo, Representatives from the UNH Cooperative Extension, Conservation District, members
of the media, and several other members of the public.
Chairman Schmidt opened the Public Hearing for comments on the Commissioners’ Proposed 2013
Budget. He welcomed everyone and thanked them for coming to the Public Hearing. He reviewed the
basic ground rules for the meeting for the Delegation and members of the public and asked anyone
that wished to speak to fill out a Speaking Card, so that it would be easier to keep track of those
wishing to comment on the budget.

Chairman Schmidt then invited Commission Chairman Maglaras to speak on the Commissioners’
Proposed 2013 Budget. Commissioner Maglaras reviewed the budget for the members of the public
and noted that copies of the budget were available. Commissioner Maglaras commented on the
budget, citing statements from the Commissioners’ Budget Message. The Commissioners are
proposing $54,823,958 in operating expenditures, no anticipated surplus, and revenues of
$26,648,886. The proposed amount to be raised by taxes is $28,175,072, a 2.462% increase from the
previous year’s budget. The Commissioners worked with all department heads and Elected Officials to
keep the budget increase at or below the anticipated amount of the tax caps for Rochester and Dover.
Commissioner Maglaras highlighted several items in the attached Budget Message. He noted that most
of the Elected Officials were present to answer any questions that the public or Delegation might

have.
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Commissioner Maglaras stated that the problems with the State Medicaid reimbursement system still
exist; however, on the bright side, Riverside Rest Home received a 5-Star rating. Only six facilities in
the State received this rating. He also noted that the Commissioners have included a recommendation
to add funds to the salary lines for the Assistant County Attorneys in order to bring their salaries to a
fair market value in order to retain the experienced staff that we have. The Commissioners have also
accepted an agreement with the Union and the non-Union for wage increases. Since the agreement
has not yet been finalized, the details cannot be made public at this time; however, the Commissioners
feel it is a very fair agreement for both parties.
Funding for the Family Justice Center to be open full-time is included in the budget, due to a grant the
County has received from the Office of Violence Against Women (VAWA) in the amount of
approximately $290,000. The County also received a grant extension for the Second Chance Act, a
program that provides assistance to inmates that have been released and need help re-acclimating
into society, finding jobs, homes, etc. This has been a very successful program. Another very
successful program that is being re-instituted due to grant funding is the Supervised Visitation
Program, whereby parents can visit their children under court ordered supervision.
The County’s financial picture has been getting brighter over the past few years, primarily due to
cutbacks in staffing and containing costs by department heads and staff. This has strengthened our
financial position.
Commissioner Maglaras also noted that since the new jail opened in 2004, it has earned over $42.7
million revenues from boarding inmates for other institutions. This amount is more than twice what
the County paid to build the jail.

Commissioner Maglaras noted that the Commissioners look forward to working with the Delegation
subcommittees on an extensive review of the budget, prior to final approval in March. He also thanked
them for their diligent review of the budget and support over the years of all the programs that the
County has instituted to help citizens of the County and save money. He believes that we have the best
run County in the State, and one of the best in the country. He stated that the Commissioners are also
very pleased to have been able to once again include a recommendation to fund the UNH Cooperative
Extension Program, County Conservation District, and COAST transportation, all of which provide
vital services to County residents.
He noted that he would be happy to answer any questions on the budget, or regarding the County’s
operations. He also thanked the department heads and Elected Officials for working so diligently to
keep costs to a minimum. Chairman Schmidt thanked Commissioner Maglaras for his input and noted
that the only other business to be taken up this evening is input from members of the public.
Chairman Schmidt stated that Superior Court Justice Tina Nadeau had spoken very highly of Strafford
County and that it is leading the way in New Hampshire in many aspects operations, and nationally as
well with regard to the Drug Court.

. Chairman Schmidt opened the public hearing and asked for comments or questions from the public
on the Commissioners’ Proposed Budget for 2013. He noted that speaking cards were available to
those wishing to speak this evening to ensure that everyone has an opportunity to speak if they so
desire. He requested that speakers identify themselves, the city or town they are from, and if they
were representing a specific entity, as well as to try to keep their comments as brief as possible and
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try not to be repetitive if speaking on the same topic as another person. Once everyone has had a
chance to speak, anyone wishing to speak again or go into more detail will be recognized. Chairman
Schmidt recognized the following members of the public to speak:

1. Cindy Wiggins of Rochester: Ms. Wiggins also spoke on behalf of 4-H and Extension. She thanked
the Delegation and the Commissioners for their support of these programs. She also spoke briefly
about being a volunteer for these programs. There are about 5,000 members of 4-H Clubs in New
Hampshire. Extension has been a key factor in the 4-H program as they rely on them for a lot of

help.
. Elizabeth Attisano of Lee: Ms. Attisano addressed the Delegation, stating that she is a 16 year old
student at Oyster River High School and belongs to the Lee Hill 4-H Club. She expressed her thanks
for the Commissioners’ support of 4-H by including funding for the program in the budget.
Dorn Cox of Lee spoke in support of Cooperative Extension and the Conservation District. He
thanked the Commissioners for including funding for both programs in this year’s budget. He
noted that the funds provide the SCCD with the ability to assist farmers with their land. This
program has been in existence since the Dust Bowl in the late thirties.
Emily Gibson of Lee: Ms. Gibson spoke in support of Extension and the 4-H Clubs. She is 14 and
belongs to the Shepard’s 4-H Group in Lee. She read a statement regarding what 4-H has done for
her.
Hiram Watson of Farmington: Mr. Watson thanked the Commissioners for agreeing to support the
efforts of Cooperative Extension again this year. He also thanked Administrator Bower for his
assistance throughout the year, as well as the Delegation for their continued support of Extension.
Extension has been a part of the County for 99 years—it will be 100 years in 2014. He noted that
if anyone has any questions regarding Extension, to give him a call and he'll be glad to answer
them.
Sally Barney, Lee: Ms. Barney spoke in support of UNH Cooperative Extension. She is a 4-H leader
and thanked the Commissioners and the Delegation for their support of the programs offered by
Extension and for including funding in this year’s budget to continue programs like 4-H.
Reverend Roger Burkhart of Milton stated that he serves on the Spiritual Care Advisory Board and
at the United Church of Christ. He wished to ask for the inclusion of a chaplain at the House of
Corrections. He is concerned that there is no longer a chaplain at the Jail to serve the spiritual
needs of the inmates. There are several volunteers, but an in-house chaplain is necessary to better
serve their needs. He stated that this position has not been funded for three years. He urged the
Commissioners to re-fund this position.
Reverend Ellen Lankhorst of Milton spoke in support of adding funding for a chaplain at the Jail.
She is very impressed with the budget that the Commissioners have presented, but concerned that
the chaplain’s position is not included. She is also a member of the Spiritual Care Advisory Board
for the House of Corrections; she has volunteered her services at the Jail for several years, but a
professional, in-house spiritual care provider is needed.
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9. Regina Smick-Attisano of Lee spoke on behalf of UNH Cooperative Extension’s 4-H programs. She
thanked the Commissioners for including the funding for 4-H in the proposed budget. The 4-H
programs help children with their education and future careers.
10. Vicky Stafford of Lee noted that she was in support ofStrafford County Conservation District.
Chairman Schmidt asked if there was anyone else who wished to speak from the public who had not
yet spoken. There was no response. He asked again if there were any other member of the public who
wished to speak for the first or second time. Again, there was no response. He asked one more time if
anyone wished to speak; there was no response.
Chairman Schmidt declared the public hearing closed at 7:30 p.m. with no further requests to speak
from the public, having been given ample opportunity. He noted that the public was welcome to stay,
but at this time the public hearing portion of the meeting was closed. He also stated that all Delegation
meetings are open to the public if they are interested in attending.
10. Approve Minutes of the December 12, 2012 Organizational Meeting: Representative Grassie motioned
to approve the minutes of the Delegation Meeting of December 12, 2012. The motion was seconded by
Representative Wall and was accepted unanimously by voice vote, with Rep. Bickford abstaining as he
was not present.
11. Set Meeting Date for Full Delegation to Review and Approve 2013 Budget: Chairman Schmidt opened
the discussion to determine a date for the Full Delegation Meeting in March. After much discussion, it
was agreed to have the meeting on Friday, March 22, 2013, at 6:00, with dinner to be served in the

cafeteria beforehand, at 5:00 p.m. in order to make it easier for the legislators to attend.
12: Chairman Schmidt reminded the Chairs of the Subcommittees to schedule meeting dates with Jean
Miccolo, Administrative Assistant. At this time, Chairman Schmidt declared a five minute recess so
that the Subcommittee Chairs could discuss meeting dates with the members of the respective
subcommittees. Chairman Schmidt noted that the Subcommittees would meet during the month of
February to review their particular portion of the 2013 budget in order to make recommendations to
the Executive Committee, which is meeting on Friday, March 8, 2013 at 9:00 a.m. in the Cafeteria
Conference Room. Information on the Subcommittee meetings will be sent to all Delegation members”
in case they are interested in attending Subcommittee meetings other than their own. The
Subcommittees will be meeting as follows:
Monday, February 11, 9:30 a.m. Riverside Rest Home Subcommittee Meeting
¢Friday, February 22, 2013, 10:00 a.m.: General Government Subcommittee Meeting
¢ Monday, February 25, 2013, 10:00 a.m.: Criminal Justice Subcommittee Meeting
Monday, February 25, 2013, 4:30 p.m.: Revenues Subcommittee Meeting

18; Chairman Schmidt asked if there was any other business to discuss or if anyone had any questions
regarding the process. There being no further business, the Chairman called for a motion to adjourn.
Representative Vershuershen so motioned, seconded by Representative Wall. The motion passed on a
voice vote and the meeting adjourned at 8:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Anne Grassie, Clerk, Strafford County Delegation
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Call Meeting to Order: Chairman Schmidt called the Public Meeting of the Strafford County Delegation to
order at 6:05 p.m. in Superior Courtroom II, Strafford County William A. Grimes Justice and
Administration Building, Dover, New Hampshire.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag: Representative Miller led the Delegation in the pledge of allegiance to
the flag.
Moment of Silence: The Pledge was followed by a moment of silence.
Read Notice of Public Meeting: Clerk Grassie read the Notice of the Public Meeting.

Roll Call: Clerk Grassie called the roll, which showed the following members present:
PRESENT:

Representatives Baber, Beaudoin, Berube, Bixby, Burdwood, Burke, Gardner, Grassie, Gray,

Groen (arrived at 6:23), Grossman, Hooper, Horrigan, Hubbard, L. Jones, Kaen, Ketel, Malloy,
Menear (arrived at 6:28), Miller, Parsons, Pelletier, Perry, Pitre (arrived at 6:28), Rogers,
Rollo, Schmidt, Spainhower, Verschueren, Wall, and Ward (31 of 37)
EXCUSED: Bickford, Spang, and Stevens (3)
ABSENT: Ginsburg, Mullen, and Smith (3)
Also present were Commissioners Maglaras, Watson and Lessard, County Administrator Raymond
Bower, Sheriff David Dubois, County Attorney Thomas Velardi, Register of Deeds Dennis Vachon,
Finance Director Diane Legere, Administrative Assistant Jean Miccolo, Maintenance Director Jim
Gaunya, HOC Superintendent Bruce Pelkie, Lt. Chris Brackett, HOC, David Rice, Court Jester Café, and
several other members of the public.
Report from Commissioner Maglaras: Chairman Schmidt asked Commissioner Maglaras to give a report
on the status of several issues on behalf of the County Commissioners. Commissioner Maglaras noted
that several other Elected Officials and Department Heads were present to answer questions as
applicable. He stated that the County is monitoring the activities in Concord very closely, as to their
possible effect on County taxes. He thanked the Delegation for their support and encouragement in
notifying the House Finance Committee about the possible downshifts in costs to the County should the
Governor’s proposed budget for fiscal year 2013 pass as originally presented. Because of their diligence,
the downshift of costs for this year will be minimal and we will be able to absorb it in the budget, if
passed as presented. The Commissioners worked very hard to keep the Proposed Budget within the
Dover and Rochester tax caps; and with the cooperation of the Elected Officials and Department Heads,
they were successful.
Chairman Schmidt reviewed the process and progress of the State’s budget at this time for everyone. He
asked County Administrator Bower to draft a letter to the State that would be sent on behalf of the
Delegation, outlining the effects of the downshifting of costs at the State level. At this time, no
recommendation for a final State budget has been made to the House. Representative Perry asked what
effect the sequestrations might have on the County Budget. Commissioner Maglaras responded that we
are unsure at this time what, if any, effect there would be. However, if it affects the State budget, it may
trickle down and affect the County as well.
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Commissioner Maglaras noted that, although it appears that the State’s budget, as it stands today, will
have little or no effect on the County, the budget for 2014 may be affected, with an increase in costs and
a reduction in revenues. Chairman Schmidt noted that since the State Fiscal Year 2015 budget has not
yet been prepared, there is no way to determine what effect it will have on the County budget next year.
Representative Rollo called for a point of order and asked that the Delegation move on to the next
agenda item.
Review Recommendations of Executive Committee: Chairman Schmidt noted that the Subcommittees
had all met and reviewed their specific section(s) of the budget and made recommendations to the
Executive
Committee
last week.
The
Executive
Committee
accepted
all Subcommittee
recommendations. The Subcommittee meetings had excellent attendance and all votes were unanimous
in supporting the Commissioners’ Proposed Budget, with the exception of the Criminal Justice
Subcommittee, which had two (2) votes in the negative, but there were no recommendations for
changes.
Roll Call Motion to Approve Amount to be Raised by Taxation:

Representative Wall motioned to accept the Executive Committee’s recommendations from their March
8, 2013 meeting and set the amount to be raised by taxation at $28,175,072.00. The motion was
seconded by Representative Verschueren. A roll call vote on the motion passed 28 to 1, as follows:
YEAS:

Baber,

Beaudoin,

Berube,

Bixby, Burdwood,

Burke,

Gardner,

Grassie,

Gray, Grossman,

Hooper, Horrigan, Hubbard, L. Jones, Kaen, Ketel, Malloy, Miller, Parsons, Pelletier, Perry,

NAYS:
ABSENT:

Rogers Rollo, Schmidt, Spainhower, Verschueren, Wall, and Ward (28 of 31)
Groen (1)
Menear and Pitre (arrived after the motion had been made and seconded) (2)

It was noted that by accepting the recommendations of the Executive Committee and approving
amount to be raised by taxation, the total operating expenditures for 2013 are set at $54,823,958,
the revenues at $26,648,886, therefore leaving the amount to be raised by taxation at $28,175,072.
further clarification on the amounts appropriated for each department of the County, please see
Executive Committee Minutes of the March 8, 2013 meeting, as well as the Subcommittee reports
the Commissioners’ Proposed Budget. By its vote, therefore, the Delegation approved
Commissioners’ Proposed Budget as published on January 15, 2013.

the
and
For
the
and
the

Approve Minutes of the December 12, 2012 Organizational Meeting and January 30, 2013 Public
Hearing and Meeting: Representative Berube motioned to accept the minutes of the December 12, 2012
Organizational Meeting and the January 30, 2013 Public Hearing and Meeting of the Delegation as
written. Seconded by Representative Gray and approved unanimously on voice vote.

10. Other Business That May Legally Come Before the Delegation: Representative Horrigan noted that
one of the most costly sections of the budget was for Human Services, which is the County’s share of
Medicaid payments for residents living in rest homes throughout the County. He said that it is very
important for the County to keep working with the State to keep these costs down and asked that the
Delegation continue to bring the issue of downshifting costs from the State to the County before the
Legislature. Commissioner Maglaras stated that the Commissioners greatly appreciate the
Delegation’s assistance in bringing this matter to Concord.
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In response to a question regarding an update on the possibility of providing board and care services
for the State Department of Corrections’ female inmates at the State Prison, Commissioner Maglaras
noted the State is still in the preliminary planning stages of what direction this will take. There are
several options, as well as opinions, on the best way to handle the overcrowding at the State Prison
for Females, currently being discussed. There was a lengthy discussion regarding the different options
that have been brought forward by several entities. Some of the options are:
eBuilding a new facility that is a more centrally located prison
eBoarding female inmates at a variety of County HOC facilities that would be closer to their home
communities
eRenovating the existing facility in Goffstown
Commissioner Maglaras noted that building a facility is only a portion of the costs involved in housing,
rehabilitating, educating, and caring for inmates. The State should be looking at the long-term costs
that include operational, educational, staffing, programming, infrastructure, etc., for the long term,
and finding the most cost-efficient way of providing not only a facility to house inmates, but all the
ancillary services as well. Strafford is willing to participate in any plan that the State puts forth. He
noted that the County currently provides room and board for several State female inmates, as well as
housing inmates for several other entities. It is a win/win situation for everyone, as the boarding
entity saves money and the County earns income from boarding the inmates, thus reducing the
amount necessary to be raised by taxation. Representative Berube agreed, stating that the Criminal
Justice Committee has discussed this and approves of the plan.
Representative Verschueren asked if other County delegations were being made aware of this matter
by their Commissioners. Only three counties are in a position to offer housing inmates for the State:
Cheshire, Merrimack,

and Strafford. Other counties

could look or are looking at other options to

provide to the State. Belknap is building a new facility and could offer to build a larger facility to make
space for State inmates. Commissioner Maglaras feels Strafford County is in the best position to offer
the most cost-efficient solution for housing the female inmates by adding a pod onto the existing
House of Corrections. We already have the infrastructure, the programming, educational programs,
and most of the staff that would be necessary (additional staff would be minimal due to the direct
supervision philosophy used here). The State has also discussed privatization, but this was not viewed
as an acceptable or cost-efficient solution.
Chairman Schmidt noted that the State is being sued because they were not providing adequate or
equal educational opportunities to females as they were to the male inmates. It was recommended
that Delegation members talk to other members of the Legislature and let them know that Strafford
County has the resources to alleviate the overcrowding at the State Prison for Females today and that
we are willing to do so, and that we could answer a request for proposals (RFP) to build a facility to
house females well into the future at a reasonable cost, and provide all necessary (and additional)
programming for inmates sentenced to five (5) years or less.
Representative Bixby asked what would happen to those female inmates with sentences above 5
years. We are ready to meet the needs of the State, if they want it.
Rep. Miller asked whether we are only interested in this for the money. Commissioner Maglaras
responded that there is no question that is a large part of it; however, if we can save the State from
spending dollars on building a new facility, or renovating the old prison by offering a viable
alternative that would be more cost-efficient, less costly, and provide more and better services, in the
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short-run and in the long-run, due to reduced operational costs, the State, and therefore the
taxpayers, would be saving money. That is the bottom line. Rep. Miller followed up by noting that we
currently board inmates and charge different rates; what happens if the entities housing inmates in
Strafford all ask for the lowest rate we are getting in order to be fair. Will we then lose money to the
point where we would be losing money? Commissioner Maglaras reviewed briefly the manner in
which daily rates are figured, which is different for each entity, therefore giving the reason why there
are different rates. He also stated that should the State decide to draw up an RFP and Strafford County
submitted the one that was accepted, the contract would offer a 20+ year plan, and all aspects of
incarceration, education, staffing, etc., would be included.
There was some further discussion regarding the State’s need for a new prison and the process of
finding the best resolution to this issue. Representative Bixby asked whether there is anything they
could do as State Legislators to push this process forward. Representative Miller asked if the
Commissioners had sent a proposal to the Governor regarding adding onto the existing facility here.
Commissioner Maglaras stated that the Counties met as a group and are in the process of asking the
State to develop an RFP. Although the Governor seemed to be interested in pursuing the RFP idea, the
Senate and Legislature had different ideas. All of the Counties are in favor of making an offer to assist
the State in alleviating the overcrowding situation at the female prison. Once the letter is written from
the Counties, copies will be sent to the Delegation.
The Delegation now resumed discussion of the possibility of downshifts in costs by the State, from the
beginning of the meeting. Representative Berube motioned to direct the Chairman, together with the
Commissioners, to send a letter to the Governor, Speaker of the House, and Senate President making

them aware of the impact on the Counties’ budgets should they proceed with their plans, now and in
the future. The motion was seconded by Representative Perry. Although at this time, it appears that
the downshifting of costs to the Counties would have a minimal impact on the 2013 budget; it will
have a large impact on the 2014 budget. Chairman Schmidt reiterated that the State budget would
increase the amount paid as the County’s share of Medicaid, while reducing the amount the County
receives from the Bed Tax. Representative Gardner called the question and asked that the motion be
repeated and a vote taken. The Clerk noted that the motion to send a letter to the Governor, Speaker
of the House, and Senate President from the Delegation Chairman and the Commissioners, on behalf
of the Delegation, notifying the State of the impact that the State’s budget has on the County’s budget,
passed unanimously on a voice vote.
Chairman Schmidt asked if there was any further business. Representative Baber asked for further
clarification regarding the sequestration and specifically, how this might affect the County.
Commissioner Maglaras noted that any Federal grants that the County receives could possibly be
affected. Some of the grants we receive are used to fund specific positions within the County. Mostly,
revenues would be affected, possibly boarding revenues at the Jail, since we house Federal inmates for
the U.S. Marshal, U.S. Bureau of Prisons, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). There was
further discussion on this matter. Chairman Schmidt asked if there was any further discussion. There
was none.
fi) Adjournment: With no further business, Rep. Berube motioned to adjourn the meeting at 7:15 p.m. The
motion was seconded by Rep. Parsons and was approved unanimously on voice vote.

Respectfully submitted,
Anne Grassie, Clerk, Strafford County Delegation
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STRAFFORD COUNTY CITIES AND TOWNS
Barrington Town Office, PO Box 660, Barrington, NH 03825
BNOTCR esseste:664-9007 ....Website........ www.barrington.nh.gov

Dover City Hall, 288 Central Avenue, Dover, NH 03820
PHONE 2o1S
eR SS516-6000:..Website -0n.ce www.dover.nh.us
Durham Town Office, 15 Newmarket Road, Durham, NH 03824
248 Ba Useee en a rae 868-5571 ....Website............. www.ci.durham.nh.us

Farmington Town Office, 356 Main Street, Farmington, NH 03835
Phone pie ean 755-2208 ....Website........... www.farmington.nh.us
Lee Town Office, Seven Mast Road, Lee, NH 03824
BN ON Ewer
ae. 659-5414 .... WebSite... ceeseccsssesseeee www.leenh.org

Madbury Town Office, 13 Town Hall Road, Madbury, NH 03820
Phone
ee 742-5131 ....Website...www.townofmadbury.com
Middleton Town Office, 182 Kings Highway, Middleton, NH 03887
Phone win oes 473-5202 ....Website........... www.middletonnh.gov
Milton Town Office, Box 310, Milton, NH 03887
PRane. Se 34s 652-4501 ....Website........... www.miltonnh-us.com
New Durham Town Office, PO Box 207, New Durham, NH 03855
PRONG te ee at 859-2091 ....Website.......... Wwww.newdurhamnh.us

Rochester City Hall, 31 Wakefield Street, Rochester, NH 03867
PROnRe we. cae 332-1167 ....Website............. www.rochesternh.net
Rollinsford Town Office, PO Box 309, Rollinsford,
NH 03869
PONS rer
742-2510....Website............ www.rollinsford:nh.us

Somersworth City Hall, One Government Way, Somersworth, NH
03878
PRONE. gate 692-4262 ....Website........ www.somersworth.com
Strafford Town Office, PO Box 169, Strafford, NH 03884
Phone care 664-2192 ....Website.......... www: strafford.nh.gov
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